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When the Trout Lily Blooms

ASK any number of ardent trout anglers when their favorite fish bites best and their replies will be as varied as their assortment of pet lures. Notwithstanding the geographical, biological and other differences of their favorite waters, fishermen usually swear by some manifestation of natural or imaginative phenomenon.

Perhaps, some particularly fortunate individual made a killing when the hooded skunk cabbage crunched underfoot. Another possibility achieved as much when the shadbush was in bloom. Still others will stoutly maintain that the water must contain a trace of silt.

"Just enough to rile 'er up a bit."

Indeed, one could continue almost indefinitely with the endless procession of angling idiosyncrasies. In spite of the fact that the fish itself may be a determining factor in this matter of when it shall be caught, we find the average angler steadfastly adhering to age-old signs and portents. And, further, if we deviate from the time-honored formula, then, we lose a lot of the fun of fishing. Nowadays altogether too many things are being stripped of their glamour.

Most manifestations are all mere or less transitory. We do know however, that the trout lily or dogtooth violet or adder's tongue or whatever you choose to call it, spreads its blooming period (even in northern latitudes), over an interval embracing several halcyon weeks; those magic days extending from early April to mid-May. He who chooses the trout lily as the standard bearer of good fishing makes no mistake. And besides, even the most casual glance will convince the most unimaginative angler that the leaves of the plant are but botanical representations of the vivid flanks of the beloved brookie. Is there a more convincing argument than that?

The Caldwell in mid-April or the Branche in early May are hohi flanked by the nodding heads of the trout lily although the streams are more than five hundred miles apart. This goes to show the truly cosmopolitan nature of the flower. It respects neither place or person. So, regardless of where you are or who you are, fare forth when the trout lily blows and be assured of good fishing—that is, if the fish are in the mood. And as the Bard expressed it, "there is the rub."

Trouting on the Caldwell is not only an event but an adventure. It is one of those brimming streams, running nearly as full in June as in April. Seldom is its pellicuid water dimmed by sediment. On those rare occasions when it does run a bit roily the condition lasts but a day or so. Nowadays any stream that runs cold and clear and full is one to gloat over.

Another outstanding characteristic of the Caldwell is its startling resemblance to other streams that I have fished. One stretch just below the bridge at Selkirk Station is typical of many beloved New England brooks, even to the white pines, alders and profusion of wild flowers. Another stretch never fails to transport me to a favorite spot in eastern Ontario. An unusual stream you say? Not exactly, because it is so typical of so many others. You,
too, doubtless have a favorite to which you assign unusual attributes whether it deserves them or not.

Singularly, when I first fished the Coldwell the trout lily was rampant growing on every hand. The flowers were cheerily nodding the distinctive markings on the leaves were vivid, and the fishing was superb.

When George Short and I arrived at Selkirk Station the first person we encountered was the warden. He was an easy person to talk to, indeed, so much so that in a few minutes he was telling us of good holes and riffles. For good measure he divulged the hideout of a big brown trout. "The fishing," he added, "is really good, and besides, the trout lily is blooming."

Incidentally, Selkirk Station is nothing more than a bridge across the Coldwell, so I might say that the warden led us to the edge of the Station, pointed at a stretch of water and said: "Anywhere along there under those hemlocks, you're practically sure to connect up there at the bend-well, there under a pile of driftwood is a brownie that's as long as my arm."

George and I exchanged significant glances. "How do you know he's there?" I asked. "Because in the last two years I've had him on no less than three times." "Break your leader?" George enquired.

"Smashed my outfit." Trout or trout, the local was one to kindle the enthusiasm of the most listless angler.

"Let's get going," I said impatiently as I began assembling my rod.

The warden was unusually accommodating. "Okay, get your stuff together and come with me."

Our guide led us down past the edge of a game refuge, through a mixed beech and hemlock woodland, and finally, out into an enormous tract of large aspen and brilliant sunlight and dashing tree trunks made a radiant picture. "The shining forest," I unconsciously muttered.

"There," pointed the warden. "Start in there at the forks. And here," he added, pulling a tin box from a pocket of his cruiser, "is what you should use."

With that he handed me three diminutive, sparsely feathered lures calculated to simulate nymphs. My companion was given a like number.

Without a word George bent one of the microscopic flies to his leader and made his way across the main stream to the smaller fork.

I entered the water a short distance below a long pool and prepared to unlimber my casting arm. The warden looked on from the bank.

The warm mid-April sun had already exerted its magic power and some of the creepers of a number of insects had begun to rise to the surface. There were many small, dark duns and a few of the larger brown drakes, the latter floating jauntily downstream like little sailboats.

The long stretch of water before me was sparsely dimpled by feeding fish. The sun was high and bright and the water uncommonly clear. Yet, in spite of these unfavorable conditions the fish seemed to be on the prod. However, that is usually the case with the first spring hatches. After the meager pickings of a long winter most of the trout are willing to feed at any time of the day.

Under the circumstances, perhaps, the fish would take the worn's unassuming creations, so I affixed one to my leader. At that time I was aware of the small duns that were abroad, albeit infinitely smaller.

After three or four false casts to once again get the feel of the long-rod I whipped the fly out on to the shallow water close to the nearest bank. It was purely for experimental purposes. Nevertheless I saw a gray streak make for that mote of a fly and try to grub it. In my eagerness I missed.

Close to the opposite bank under the overhanging hemlocks the clear water shaded into a blue-green opaqueness,

A highly satisfactory part of the day's adventures

It was the choicest looking spot in the entire pool. Choosing my target on the backcast, I flicked the fly and brought it down under the nearest hemlock. Of course I expected an explosive rise after what had happened on the trial cast. However, nothing transpired and I retrieved.

Once again the fly settled on the water. Those telltale circles betting feeding fish were now to be seen on every hand. Indeed, I have never observed so much surface feeding anywhere so early in the season. But, it was the same story. Nothing doing. If the fish were rising to the natural duns, I reasoned, then the fault must lie in the warden's fly. With that I hauled out my fly box and uncovered the kernel containing the Hellent trio (and that's not only a plug but a fact). My choice of the unholy three was the Pink Pup dressed on a number ten hook.

When the Pup hit the water the circles that had been dimpling the surface disappeared. The fish were either

(Continued on page 28)
Caint never tell "bout fish," remarked Sam Chase, the wharfinger. "Like human beings, guess. Sometimes they're hungry, sometimes they ain't." Dutifully he checked the dock crew holding the Tally Ho's forward line.

"There ain't any fish in these waters," Jim Perry scowled, masthead eating the end of his cigar. "Not a nibble in three days. Phooey!"

Florence Perry jibed: "Well, there's one big crab up here on the pier."

"I'll tell ye," Sam said, spitting ceremoniously overside, "there's times all of us might's well put the gear away and take the day off—cepin' Randy Behan." He pointed a knobby finger down the pier. "There's Randy comin' now for lunch," Chuckling, he added, "He knows where the fish are—even when they ain't."

Perry grunted and viciously kicked the heap of gear at his feet. "You can dump all that fancy literature about Rhode Island's fishing right here in Somerset harbor," he snorted. "Maybe the fish'll bite on that. I did."

"But it's beautiful here," Florence said, squinting at the white slab of beach over the east jetty and inside at swordfish boats, port with jib pulleys, frail smacks and throbbing launches parading across the narrows.

"We're moving up to Maine tomorrow," Perry grimaced, thinking how he'd dreamed of Rhode Island waters and treasure-troves of blues and trout.

A man climbed from a dory at the end of the dock and Sam said: "Randy's a coast man, y'know, and he likes all kinds good craft—like this here yacht of yours. But the dory's good enough for him when he's fishin', and ain't no man in these parts can lure 'em in like Randy."

"Dad, I have an idea," Florence began. "Why not ask this Randy person to take us out this afternoon for one more try?"

He pointed a knobby finger down the pier. "There's Randy comin' now for lunch."
By E. Francis McDevitt

"Phooey!" Perry demurred.
"Oh, come on."
"Randy's funny," Sam put in, shaking his head. "Maybe he'll take you out, maybe he won't. Likes to be by himself most times. Folks bother him."

**THE subject of Sam's continuing discourse at that moment trudged slowly along the wharf.** He was small and agates, and his worn face, shaded by a long-peaked clammer's cap, showed gray with wiry beard. Sam raised his hand.
"Hi, Randy."
"Hi, Sam."
"Luck?"
"Bout fifty, guess."
"Fifty?" Perry exploded.
The tired master of the science of angling did not deign to answer Perry's rhetorical disbelief. He needed no tall tales to enhance his prowess, for the unvarnished truth was adequate to impress those who moved in Randy's orbit. Disdainfully he edged away.
"Randy!", Sam ventured, "folks here from New York been havin' lean fishin'. Thought maybe—"
"We'll pay you well, my man," Perry broke in eagerly.
Randy pivoted slowly, staring at them flintily. Finally, he swept the Tally Ho with an appraising scrutiny and asked, "Yours?"
Perry nodded.
"Trim."
"Well, how about taking us out to some of your secret fishing grounds this afternoon?"
"Ain't no secret fishin' grounds."
Randy's face showed no expression.
"To us they are," Florence interposed.
"This craft ain't built for fishin'," Randy commented, but added, "Like to see how she acts though."
"Fine," expanded Perry. "What time do we go out there?"
"Two o'clock. Fish'll stay out there."
And the little man walked toward the wharfhouse after bestowing a withering look over his heavy shoulder.

**A BOUT four Sam sauntered down the dock to find the Tally Ho still lashed to the pier and its menage slouched in enforced idleness on her decks. At Sam's approach Perry rose, purple-faced and husky-voiced, to ask the question concerning the non-apparent Mr. Behan.**
"Been waitin' for him?" Sam inquired coolly.
"Damn it, what do you think? Of course I've been waitin' for him! You know he was to take us out this afternoon."
"Seems we did say something to him 'bout it, smokin'. Yes, remember now?"
"Well, he hasn't shown up."
"Guess ye're right 'bout that."
With Randy's absence thus confirmed by the witness of his own beady eyes, Sam seated himself carefully on a piling and packed his pipe. "But he'll be here. Allus keeps his word, Randy does."
"Keeps his word, man! He said two or three o'clock."
"Trouble is, it's hard to pin Randy down," Sam observed through newly puffed smoke. "He mighta meant tomorrow, y'know, or Thursday. But he'll be here, because he said so. And Randy allus—"
"Well, I'm sorry, but I've made other plans for Christmas Eve," Perry growled. "So I guess we'll just have to move on and stand Randy up.
"Tell ye what I'll do. I'll sort of be drifting round the berth places this evenin' and if I see Randy I'll kinda hint you folks had an idea of goin' fishin' with him soon—like tomorrow, frinstance. No use pushin' Randy if he's a mind to go 'ther way."
"Forget it," Perry said, "I've got to be back in New York next week. Briefly, nuts to him and the whole of Rhode Island, not excluding the governor."
He plunged himself heavily into a wicker chair and dug a cigar from his pocket as Florence draped her arms over his fat shoulders. "Please, Dad," she coaled, "Don't be stubborn. Randy's probably been delayed."
Sam's thin shoulders shook slightly as if he were laughing deeply inside, but his face betrayed no inner mirth. "Randy delays quite good, Mr. Perry. I'll do my best tonight to run onto him."
"I've made up my mind," Perry said doggedly. "We pull out for Maine tomorrow."
Florence nodded meekly and slid out of sight behind a magazine.

**Randy's appearance—the Tally Ho—at the dock the following afternoon attested to Sam's powers of persuasion—and Florence's. Randy scowled down the pier, a lone and uncommunicative figure, gazing with all the calm of the bay in his eyes upon Perry, who stood with his hands on his hips, frowning heavily as he waited for the little virtuoso of hook and line to arrive belatedly at the trynglass place.**
"Well, where the hell—" Perry began in booming greeting.
"Got bait?" Randy broke in, swinging with unsuspected agility onto the gunwale of the yacht.
"Yes, but where—"
"Tackle?"
"Yes. Why didn't—"
"Kin cast off then?"
Randy let himself into the cockpit and, nodding briefly to Florence, said: "Captain kin go through the narrows and pint northeast to the open sea till I tell ye to stop."
They passed the outer buoys at three-thirty, and heading for the open sea. (Continued on page 41)
CURRED up snugly in the narrow bunk, half asleep, I waited to the sound of frying bacon filling my nostrils. Getting quickly out of bed, I crossed the bare floor and stood shivering before the open window. The black, quiet waters of Big Bear Lake still trembled the countless stars, and beyond the tall, silhouetted pines on shore, pale streaks of dawn marched across the awakening sky. The cry of a loon drifted through the stillness, and the faint "plump" of a feeding fish startled me and stirred my imagination.

Snug in our tiny cabin, high in the San Bernardino mountains, we were safely shut away from the rest of the world. Roy Jones and I, with our wives, had arrived from Hollywood the night before. Four days remained in the season—four carefree days in which to match our cunning against Big Bear’s mile-high bass. It was a pleasant task—country, calm, and the opening day of the season. Absorbed in the splendor of the dawn, I forgot the cold. The next thing I knew, Roy’s voice was calling me to breakfast.

Our boat moved noiselessly through the water an hour later. A faint breeze, bearing down out of the east, carried away the stillness and stirred the calm surface of the lake into motion. The silence was broken by the creaking of the oars, and a whispering sound as the oars slipped in and out of the green-black water. Ahead of us scores of ducks rose from the water with a roar and splashing of wings, and into our net a magnificent buck raised his dripping head and paused for an instant before bounding into the forest of pines that crowded close to the water’s edge. The forest, too, gave evidence of life. Birds burst into colorful song and the chatter of chipmunks drifted down with the wind. With the infinite simplicity of nature the rugged land and the sleepy lake shook off the heavy blanket of night.

Twenty minutes of steady rowing brought Roy and me to a large bay filled with huge, jumbled boulders and deeply fringed with endless stretches of weeds that glowed eerily in the half-light. Our right to the hay was uncontentious. We were the only boat on the lake. The cold, rainy weather had driven all but the most adventurous fishermen out of the mountains.

As we drifted slowly toward the shallow shoreline a big bronzyback shot out of the water not ten feet from the boat and disappeared in a swirl of spray. Roy swung around with an oath, startled by the explosion. "Did you see that?" he demanded in a nervous whisper. Then, after a struggle for self-control, "Was—was that a bass?" He leaned toward me eagerly, his broad, muscular body tense. This was his first fishing trip. I nodded and passed back my casting rod. I had attached an injured minnow, my favorite surface plug for the bass of Big Bear.

"I’ll row," I said, "while you cast. Drop the plug close to the edge of the weeds and retrieve with a slow, jerking motion."

Absorbed in the splendor of the dawn, I forgot the cold. The next thing I knew, Roy’s voice was calling me to breakfast.

Our boat moved noiselessly through the water an hour later. A faint breeze, bearing down out of the east, carried away the stillness and stirred the calm surface of the lake into motion. The silence was broken by the creaking of the oars, and a whispering sound as the oars slipped in and out of the green-black water. Ahead of us scores of ducks rose from the water with a roar and splashing of wings, and into our net a magnificent buck raised his dripping head and paused for an instant before bounding into the forest of pines that crowded close to the water’s edge. The forest, too, gave evidence of life. Birds burst into colorful song and the chatter of chipmunks drifted down with the wind. With the infinite simplicity of nature the rugged land and the sleepy lake shook off the heavy blanket of night.

Twenty minutes of steady rowing brought Roy and me to a large bay filled with huge, jumbled boulders and deeply fringed with endless stretches of weeds that glowed eerily in the half-light. Our right to the hay was uncontentious. We were the only boat on the lake. The cold, rainy weather had driven all but the most adventurous fishermen out of the mountains.

As we drifted slowly toward the shallow shoreline a big bronzyback shot out of the water not ten feet from the boat and disappeared in a swirl of spray. Roy swung around with an oath, startled by the explosion. "Did you see that?" he demanded in a nervous whisper. Then, after a struggle for self-control, "Was—was that a bass?" He leaned toward me eagerly, his broad, muscular body tense. This was his first fishing trip. I nodded and passed back my casting rod. I had attached an injured minnow, my favorite surface plug for the bass of Big Bear.

"I’ll row," I said, "while you cast. Drop the plug close to the edge of the weeds and retrieve with a slow, jerking motion."

"Say," whispered Roy, trembling slightly, "this sort of gets in your blood, doesn’t it?" He grinned and began to cast. Under his nimble fingers the lure began to dance and splash through the water with a tempting, tantalizing motion that should have produced results. But the bass refused to strike. An hour of casting produced only two half-hearted strikes, and Roy quickly downed both fish in his excitement.

INTENT on rowing, I’d forgotten the weather. Now, with an anxious eye, I studied the darkening sky. A storm was brewing. Great, dark, angry clouds scuttled over the rugged mountain tops, so close they scarcely cleared the swaying pines. As I watched, the far end of the lake became hazy with approaching rain, and thunder rumbled in the distant ranges. Big Bear is a treacherous lake in a storm. Hastily, we headed for the safety of the cabin.

Too late! We had hardly turned into our small home-bay when the chilling downpour swept over us. With a good two hundred yards still to go we were in for a soaking. I stopped rowing for a moment to draw the tarpaulin around me, and Roy, more in desperation than with any hope of getting a strike, began to cast while we drifted with the wind. On his first cast the lure streaked across the water and dropped with a splash close to a dead stump. For a brief instant nothing happened, then the lake exploded and the plug disappeared in a smother of spray. Roy had hooked his first bass!

The next few minutes were full of action. The old warrior took to the air, danced on his tail in an effort to throw the books, and, and headed for the stump. Busy with the boat I could do little except shout encouragement, while Roy, flushed with victory, threw all caution to the wind. The line grew taut and the rod arched, and Roy began to bore him toward the boat. For a time it looked as if Roy might win, but finally the wily old veteran took to the

A faint breeze carried away the billowing mist. Birds burst into glorious song. With the infinite simplicity of nature, the sleepy lake threw off the blanket of night.
The old warrior took to the air and danced on his tail in an effort to throw the hooks.

air again and taking advantage of a slack line, sent the plug flying through the air. And Roy had lost his first bass!

For a long moment Roy sat quite still, frozen into immobility. Then, as the boat began to move, he cried out above the roar of the storm.

"Hey, wait! I'll get him on the next cast."

"Nuts!" I shouted back. "We're getting off the lake, pronto." The wind whipped the words back into my mouth. Cold rain lashed at my face. It was blowing a gale.

"Ken! Old pal... wait—"

But I kept on rowing. I'd had enough storm for one day.

When we finally beached the water-filled boat, great jagged streaks of lightning were ripping savagely at the livid sky, and the lake had become only a vague shape that blended with the rain. Roy made a dash for the cabin, and I staggered through the door just in time to see his wife plant a kiss on his dripping face.

"Roy, darling," she said, sweetly reproachful. "Look at your good hat. It's ruined."

He paid no attention. There was a moment's pause, then he turned and strode over to the window and looked out toward the point. Water ran from his shoes and formed tiny pools on the bare floor. He was like a man in another world. Presently, Beth tried again:

"You're as wet as a spaniel," she said. "Get in there and change before you catch your death of cold."

"Damn the rain," he muttered. "Man! What a fish. The way he came out of the water and threw those hooks. One more cast and... Ken, if you'd only waited... Let's get out of the water and throw those hooks. One more cast and... Ken, if you'd only waited... Let's get out of the water and throw those hooks. One more cast and... Ken, if you'd only waited..."

Beth quivered and bit her lip, out my wife, wiser in the ways of fishermen, only shook her head sadly. Hadn't she seen me bitten by the same bug? With a suddenness so characteristic of mountain storms, the downpour stopped. By midafternoon the rain had given way to the sun. Out of a blue sky the sun blazed down on a vast, green, beautiful world. Roy, who had been pacing the cabin like a caged animal, was out and had the boat hauled dry before the last drop of water had tumbled from the retreating clouds.

"Let's go," he yelled impatiently. "It's getting late."

I grinned and dug down for a pipe of tobacco. I knew exactly how he felt. Those big fellows would be feeding after the rain...

We had stowed away our tackle and were preparing to shove off when Roy's face went suddenly pale. He seemed to sag in the middle, and the spark went out of his eyes. "Wait a minute," he said weakly. "L—Look!"

I turned around. There in the doorway stood Beth and Alice, smiling, fishing poles in their hands. (Continued on page 34)
MAYBE the sun did rise that morning, but nobody saw it.
By nine o’clock the rain had turned to sleet and icicles hung from
our gun barrels. It was a lovely day
and we got ten ducks.
We put eighteen decoys out in Mill
Creek at seven o’clock. The storm
was driving in from the Delaware
River and the creek was pretty choppy.
By seven-thirty the decoys looked like
gobs of ice and after four flocks of
black ducks swung away from them
we took them in.
"Now that," said Fran, "is a belluva
note. No decoys."
"But I have my duck call," I told
him.
"Yeah," he said. "Yeah, you have
your duck call." He used seven
matches trying to light a cigarette and
then gave up. The cigarette had come
apart in the rain.
"Are you going to use your duck
call?" he asked.
"You bet," I said. I took it out and
tried a practise blast.
"Well," Fran decided, "I’m going up
the bank about two hundred yards." I
didn’t see him again for a couple of
hours.
I found a spot down under the bank
where there was some degree of
shelter. The storm whipped over me
and I was as cozy as a fellow can be
with ice water trickling down his back.
Under the bank I managed to get a
cigarette going without too much
trouble. Then I unzipped the rubber
seat in the back of my hunting coat
and settled on a bunch of grass with
my back against a log.
I looked out through the rushes at
the sheets of rain driving across the
creek. Several flocks of ducks were
circling over Eagle Island on the other
side of the stream. I tried my call. It
screamed like a gull.
"Grass in it," I said aloud.
I stuck my hands inside my coat
under my arms and when my hands
had thawed enough for me to close

The two black ducks went on down
to Fran and he killed them
my fingers I pulled the call apart. Sure enough, it was a piece of grass.

I put the call together and stuck it in my mouth for another try. But I didn’t blow. I discovered that we had left one of our decoys out. I saw it floating about twenty yards from the shore and I decided to take it in before attempting to lure any ducks my way with the little wooden quacker.

I was just preparing to scramble to my feet when the decoy turned its head and looked at me. I wiped the rain out of my eyes and stared. It turned its head again. So I grabbed my gun and when it got up I nailed it. That wasn’t the first time I’d thought a duck was a decoy.

Fran had the skill. He had paddled around a bend in the creek and I didn’t know how far he had gone. I called, “Fran,” I cleared my throat and called again, “HEEY, Fran!” If you don’t think that’s a hard name to call, try it.

From around the bend came an answer, “Hell’s wrong?”

“there is,” I yelled, standing out in the full force of the gale and taking it on the stern, “a colly black duck drifting your way.”

“I’ll get it when it comes out of the bend,” the answer came.

Thus relieved of responsibility I settled back in my shelter and watched the rain blow across the creek. Nothing happened for a while so I pulled out another cigarette.

I’ve never thought of myself as superstitious, but now that it comes up, perhaps I am. At any rate, when I paint a picture I always hang an old horse shoe on the easel to insure a sale, and when I write a story the same horse shoe is beside the typewriter. When I’m fishing and there are no strikes I light a cigarette with the feeling I’ll have a fish on before it burns out. And when I’m after ducks I light up, really half believing I’ll get a shot before the cigarette is consumed. Doggone if you wouldn’t be surprised how many times it works out that way.

Of course I try to give that cigarette business a break and if a duck doesn’t come along on the first I light another. I think I was, that particular morning, on my third when the flock of mallards came up the creek and passed so fast I didn’t get my gun to my shoulder. They swooped down and settled about seventy-five yards above me.

They immediately began to swim toward me. (There’s nothing so beautiful as a bunch of ducks swimming toward you.) On they came, bless their little hearts, their breasts low in the water as they bucked the tide.

When they were fifty yards from me they came in to shore and began to feed. I couldn’t see them for rushes then. I waited and waited and after a while I crawled down to the edge of the creek to have a look. I was sure they were within range. So down I went, very, very slowly, clutching my gun in one hand, expecting to jump the ducks any second. A mallard drake came out from behind

and whistled across my bow. My pulse stopped and I was temporarily thrown off my stride. But the drake went on over to Eagle Island and I finally got my head out far enough to see up the creek. The flock was still fifty yards away. It was obviously going to stay there.

The situation called for a plan. I sat back on my heels and looked at the bank. There wasn’t enough cover. No chance of slipping up on them that way. I leaned over and peered up the creek again. The ducks were very busily engaged in the pursuit of their breakfast.

Then I had a happy thought. I pulled out my call and sounded a note. It screamed. The mallards got up and left.

“Grass in it,” I said, and I went back to the bank, thumbed my hands and took the call apart again.

While I was thus engaged Fran let both bars roll down around the bend. Immediately a flock of teal came bowling along the creek just above the water. I dropped my call, missed my first shot and killed two with the second.

I got up on the bank and yelled, “HEY, Fran!”

“Hell’s the matter?” he called.

“My ducks are—”

“I’ll pick ‘em up when they pass!” he interrupted.

Before I could get back to my shelter he fired two more times. My head spun toward the sound and I saw a flock of black ducks flare, swing in over the bank and come straight for me. They saw me and flared again, climbing out over the creek. I got out of the flock.

I called, “HEY, Fran!”

“I will,” he hollered, “get your damn ducks when they pass.”

Then I went down to my shelter and tried to keep from freezing to death. My coat was still with ice and ice was caked on my gun. The rain had turned to sleet and a few big snowflakes were falling. It was a grand day.

I saw three flocks of ducks circling over Eagle Island and I limped for my call. Then I remembered dropping it when I shot at the teal. So I looked around and finally found half of it.

I tried to find the other half and began to think it had crawled into a muskrat hole. I was in a sore predicament. I simply can’t hunt ducks without a call.

The sleet had turned into driving snow now. What a day! I stuck my hands back under my arms and started the blood circulating again. I wished I could get my feet under my arms.

Then I saw the other half of the call. One of my boots had been on it all the while. It was caked with frozen mud, so I went down to the creek to wash it.

Two black ducks got up under my nose. Damned if I know where they came from originally. They went on down to Fran and he killed them.

I cleaned the call, put it together and settled back for the next flight. I was mildly sorrowful at having left my gun

(continued on page 50).
Spencer Tracy Learns His Lines

By A. D. Rathbone IV

As I tensely watched the screen version of "Northwest Passage" depict the trials and tribulations of Major Robert Rogers and his Rangers, my gaze and thoughts naturally centered on Spencer Tracy playing the indomitable leader of that fearless band. Particularly was this true when the Rangers, faced with the necessity of fording the turbulent St. Francis river, hesitated on the bank, rightfully fearful of the roaring, plunging waters. Then, if you recall, the intrepid Major Rogers climbed down the bank into the torrent, hooked a strong line around a tree and formed the first link of a human chain which succeeded in passing most of the soldiers across the river. There was, however, something very familiar about the movements of Spencer Tracy as he so carefully lowered himself from the bank into the swiftly flowing waters—and then a strange thing happened.

Although the brilliant colors and action of the motion picture continued to enthrall the rest of the audience, for me, the scene had shifted. Instead of the rapids of the St. Francis, I seemed to see the smooth-flowing current of Michigan's Au Sable river sparkling in late afternoon sunlight.

As in the movie, a man was making his way down the bank into the water, but instead of the forest green uniform of Rogers' Rangers, this man wore fisherman's waders. Rather awkwardly, it seemed, he held a fly rod in one hand, and his landing net and creel jiggled amateurishly.

The similarity of the screen character, Major Rogers, and the Au Sable angler was astounding—and then it all came back to me! There should be a resemblance, for the man on the movie screen and the fisherman in my mental flashback were both Spencer Tracy, even though fifteen years had elapsed since, dressed and attired as a trout fisherman for the first time in his life, he had entered the Au Sable river to try his luck.

My memory carried me back to a soft June night in 1926, and I was seated in Tracy's stuffy little dressing room in the Regent Theatre, in Grand Rapids. I was waiting for him to take the last curtain call after the evening performance of the theatrical stock company, of which he was then the leading man, and the cool air drifted lazily through the window, bringing smells of the city and subdued sounds of traffic. There was a chatter of voices outside the door. I heard Spence say, "No, I'm sorry, but I can't tonight. I'm really very tired and we have long parts to learn for next week's show. Some other time, and thanks so much."

And with that the door opened, Tracy slid in sideways, murmured "Good night" a couple of more times and closed the door and locked it.

"Whew!" he exclaimed. "Thank heavens that's over—until tomorrow's matinee, at least."

"How do you do it?" I asked.

"Do what?"

"Learn lines for next week's play, forget those you used last week, and act in a third show this week?" I had asked him that many times, but the procedure was still as mysterious as the answer was unsatisfactory.

"Oh, I don't know," he sighed, grabbing a make-up towel which resembled Jacob's coat of many colors and briskly rubbing the grease paint from his face. "You just do it, I guess. Gee, I'm tired."

"Why don't you knock off for a week? Get away from these stinking make-up pots, this worn-out air and—and, hey! Why don't you and I go fishing?"

"Fishing?" questioned Tracy blankly.
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stopping midway of his face with a great smear of cold cream half off and half on his fingers. “Fishing? Where do you do that?”

“Oh, up north about a hundred miles or so. Michigan’s full of good trout streams, you know.”

“No, I didn’t know, or, at least, I never thought about it. Never thought much about fishing, anyway. How do you go about it?”

“Well, Spence,” I replied, “that’s a long story. Let’s go get some popcorn and coffee and I’ll tell you all about it. We could camp-out, if you like. Could you get away for a few days?”

“Camping out,” he murmured. “In the woods,—under the stars,—and you sleep right on the ground? And cook over an open fire? Gee!”

Two weeks later the duffle-packed car rolled northward over the high way toward a favorite and secluded spot on the Au Sable river. Tracy was jubilant, with four days leave of absence from the theater, during which a substitute would take his place, and he was filled with visions of pine forests, swift-running streams and trout tumbling over themselves to get into the drying pan. In vain had I tried to tell him that there was a bit of art and practice involved in the successful hooking and landing of a German Brown or a Rainbow, just as there was to the learning and speaking of the lines of a play. He would have none of it.

“Why, it sounds too simple to me,” he had said during one of our many conferences prior to the start of the trip. “You just tie one of those fancy flies of yours on the line, flip it out in the river, and,—well, there you are.”

“Yeah, where are you?” I had sarcastically answered; and had then warned, “but you’ll find out next week, old son.” And, I thought to myself, he’s going to discover there are just as many tricks to this trout fishing business as there are to his old ham acting.

A few hours later we bumped over an antiquated lumber trail, snaked our way across a stretch of ancient corduroy and finally rolled into a little clearing on the banks of the river several miles below the Mio dam.

“Well, here we are, Spence!” I yipped, tumbling out of my side of the car. “Come on, pal, out!” I continued, as he seemed to hesitate.

“Wait! Wait! Don’t bother me for just a minute. I want to take it all in. Just think, no grease paint, no foot lights, no lines to learn for four whole days. Just the woods, and the river, and—-”

“Sure, I know, but come on, give me a hand with this tent,” and despite a little fumbling on the actor’s part, we soon had camp set up, a fire going, and I was rigging up the rods, laying out boots, fly boxes, landing nets and other paraphernalia.

“Now, look,” I began, and followed with a lengthy explanation of the why’s and wherefores of the trout fisherman’s impediments and accoutrements, until, eventually, I had Tracy in the stream ahead of me where I could keep an eye on him.

It was early evening and a lively hatch of light-winged flies was skittering across the stream. I had tied a pale evening dun to Spence’s leader, a stone fly to my own, and I was keeping fingers crossed in the hope the actor wouldn’t get tangled too often in the trees. Of course, on his first attempts he did everything a fellow shouldn’t do. The line fell in loose, crazy coils; it wrapped itself around his leg and over his shoulder, he absolutely refused to straighten out on the forward cast, persisting in resembling a convention of pretzels when it hit the water. But Tracy was as obstinate as his equipment and I could see he was endeavoring to study his faults and eliminate them. I was about to holler encouragement when, with my fly floating lightly down a brief, velvety-like stretch of water near a huge boulder, I had a violent take.

For the next ten minutes I was too busy with my own affairs to worry about him, but when I finally had that scrapping ten-inch rainbow in my creel, I looked upstream for Tracy and was nowhere to be seen. Believing he must have passed around the next bend, I hastened on, for it was now rapidly getting dark, and I certainly didn’t want to initiate the actor into the peculiar quirks of night fishing before he had learned to thread the A-B-C’s of daylight stream work.

I splashed up-river to the bend, and then I saw him. Poor Spence had fouled his line on a back-cast, and was standing with one booted leg in the water, the other stuck high, around a tree which projected from the shore into the strong current of the bend. Desperately he was striving to untangle his line and leader from a hopeless mass in the air, while the force of the water was nearly sweeping him off his one foot.

Between us, we untangled him and I led him out into the stream beyond the fringe of the evening shadows which were creeping out from the pines on the shore. “Now, look,” I explained, “Here’s how it is supposed to be done,” and I lengthened line with false casts, then dropped the fly in a likely looking eddy. As good luck would have it, a fish struck and after a spirited few minutes of battle, I landed him.

“See?” I said. “See how simple it is?”

Spence looked at me quizzically. “Say, what is this?” he said. “That’s just what I do, but the bushes get in my way, or the line won’t straighten out, or something else happens. What’s wrong?”

I wanted more than anything else from this trip to light-winged flies to catch his first trout, so I insisted he stand there beside me while I explained as best I could, with gestures and motions. The Red gods were with me and I picked up two more nice fish, giving us four for breakfast. But that ended the lesson for the night so far as demonstration was concerned, so we waded to shore, replenished our fire and cooked our steaks, potatoes and coffee, and believe it or not, we had popcorn, too.

Next morning I awoke at daybreak to find Tracy’s cot empty. I stuck (Continued on page 42)
I got up and dressed, painfully. My head ratted. As I crossed the boat deck I could see the all too familiar Turkish landscape. It seemed to leer at me. In the distance a tiny village stood out like freckles on blond skin. We were tied up at a tiny dock adjacent to which were rows of oil tanks and two or three tiny buildings. That was all.

As I entered the officers' mess room the skipper looked up from his bacon and eggs. "Good morning, sir," I said.

"Good morning, Sparks." He waved his fork to his left in the general direction of a rotund gentleman with a very tiny mustache and a very red face. "Meet Mr. Smolley. He's the local representative for the oil company. Mr. Smolley, this is our wireless operator, Mr. Eldridge.

I shook hands with him. He grinned broadly and promptly crushed my hand to a pulp. I recovered it as soon as possible and looked mournfully down at it as it hung lifelessly at my side.

"Delighted, delighted!" he boomed. His voice was stentorian. "Captain tells me you write. Sport articles. Got you up to give you a go at some quail.

I blinked, incredulously. "Did you say quail?"


He prattled on and gradually I began to gather that there existed in this God-forsaken spot a species of bird which resembled quail. Also I gathered that he had released English grouse. He had planted several varieties of game in the vicinity and the birds had multiplied rapidly.

After breakfast I went on deck. Mr. Smolley was busy with the skipper. I walked down the gangway to the oil dock. My head was still pounding and I was beginning to consider taking the pledge when I heard something move beside me. I turned around.

It was a dog, obviously a setter, but the most peculiarly marked setter I've ever seen. At first glance I thought he'd been rolling in oil or mud, but when I examined him closer he was quite clean. Black, white, brown and gray, he was so marked as to look decidedly muddy. He had a large head and intelligent looking eyes.

I rubbed his head.

"Hello, hello, hello, hello," rumbled Mr. Smolley. "I see you've made friends with Codrington. Fine dog, Codrington. Excellent. You'll see. Got a gun?"

I shook my head. "I'm a union man. They don't let us carry guns."

"Oh, quite. Never mind. I have plenty of guns. Follow me."

We entered one of the tiny buildings at the head of the dock. Mr. Smolley reached in one corner behind a pile of huge wrenches and brought forth two shotguns, both gleamingly clean. I took one of them. It was an ancient piece, hammer gun, double-barreled, 12 gauge, with Damascus barrels. The other was also a twelve, but hammerless and a little lighter in weight.

"You'll like the old one better," Mr. Smolley said, ignoring the vibration his thunderous voice caused in the tiny room. "It was my father's gun. Put it up to your shoulder. Hangs beautifully."

I stepped outside and raised the gun to my shoulder. It nestled there like a Follies beauty on receipt of an ermine wrap. Mr. Smolley handed me a box of shells.

"How about game laws?" I asked.

"Do you have 'em around here?"

He cackled with laughter. "No, no, no, not at all. Shoot as many as you like."

"How about a license?"

"You Americans!" he roared between guffaws. "Always joking."

I shrugged. He ought to know what he was doing. Besides, I could see in all directions. There was but one road and if the game warden happened to appear I could always disappear. "Where do I go?"

He waved his hand toward the gate. "Walk straight along the road for about a quarter kilometer. You'll find a bit of brush there. Nasty
stuff. Birds like it, though. Hunt through the thicketes. Then walk over toward the water's edge. Grain planted there. Birds love it!"

Cordinston was asleep at my feet. "Do I take him?" I asked.

"Oh, quite, quite, quite. Codrington likes to hunt. Take him by all means."

The whole thing sounded screwy to me, but I wandered out through the gate with Cordinston trotting at my heels. As we neared the spot Mr. Smolley had indicated, Cordinston trotted a little faster, then put his nose to the ground, nosed a thicket for a second, then sat down.

I walked up to him, slowly. "Listen, Codrington," I said. "You're supposed to hunt, not just sit down like a—"

About that time there came a whirr of wings—and a dozen birds hit the air, scattering in all directions. Cordinston looked up at me, I thought, disgustedly.

I stuffed two shells in my gun. Cordinston trotted away, then stopped suddenly near another thicket, and again sat down. I wasn't fooled this time. Undoubtedly he was painting. I walked ahead of him and flushed four birds. As soon as I pulled the trigger I knew I'd hit random and that all the birds were quite safe. When I lowered the gun and ejected the empty shells, I also wished I could eject the little men from my skull. Apparently they wished the same thing, for their clamor for release was more violent than ever.

Cordinston was sitting down again. Once more I walked through a thicket ahead of him. Again a large covey of birds hit the air, and this time I hit a bird! Cordinston actually ran over to the spot where it had landed, picked it up and retrieved it in quite the conventional manner. Somehow I had expected him to bring it to me on his back.

I examined the bird. It was a trifle larger than a bobwhite, with a plume on its head not unlike our California quail. Its wings were brown and it had a grey breast. I pocketed it and turned my attention to Cordinston, who was already sitting with his muzzle pointing at another thicket.

The gun was excellent, and birds were plentiful, but I was rather ashamed of my bag of only seven birds when I returned. Mr. Smolley had given me a full box of twenty-five shells. I must have disturbed more atmosphere than quail! I walked through the gate and over to the tiny office. Mr. Smolley was nowhere to be seen. A handle-bar mustached Turk was leering at me. I leered back. Apparently that was what he wanted because he turned, then, and picked up another box of shells from the bench. I took them and said, "Grazie, mein herr. Merci, ho coop."

He said, "Oh, don't mention it. You'll find more birds on the other side of the hill."

I thanked him again, and again departed through the gate. Cordinston seemed bored, but trotted dutifully along. I walked around to the other side of the hill and Cordinston seemed more interested. Ahead of us was a broad field of grain, a mixture of millet and some sort of other stuff that looked like oats, but wasn't. Then he sat.

I flushed the bird. It rose with a whirring of wings and departed in an awful hurry. I pulled the trigger and the bird came down. I was amazed.

So was Cordinston. He retrieved the bird and I was even more amazed to find it undoubtedly a partridge! Within two minutes Cordinston was again performing, his muzzle pointing beautifully, but his fancy firmly on firmament. I managed to get a double that time. The birds flushed with the wind in all directions, but I was lucky enough to find one more still in the air after I'd dumped the first one. Cordinston retrieved the first bird, then trotted off after the second. He was gone a long time. I couldn't see him in the heavy growth of grain, so I walked in the general direction he'd taken. He was sitting again, not ten feet from the spot the second bird had fallen. Again I flushed birds, and again I scored a beautiful miss! Cordinston gave me another look of disgust, then got up and resumed his hunt for the other fallen bird.

I looked at my watch. Nearly noon and I was beginning to get hungry. Strangely enough the little men had stopped hammering. I pocketed the last bird and headed back for the oil dock. Cordinston, however, wasn't through. He gave two more brilliant "sets" on the way out of the field. That was just enough to relieve me of the last of the second box of shells. I was amazed to discover that I'd killed ten birds out of the last twenty-five shells.

I returned once more to the oil docks. Mr. Smolley was waiting for me.

"What luck, what luck?" he demanded.

"I exhibited seventeen birds. Sixteen quail and one partridge."

"Capital! Capital!" he bellowed. "That's quite a dog you have, Mr. Smolley. Train him yourself!"

"Oh, no, no, no. He's never been trained. Got him up in the mountains. Tiny town up there. Full of dogs and children. All the dogs just like him. Peasants use them for hunting and pigeons. Took a liking to me and I found him in my car when I
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Hank, the Meter Reader, Ain't Sap Enough to Go Into the Sap Business

Weather holds good with warm days and cold nights, but generally you get warm days and warm nights, and for that you tap your trees and lug your slabs and hire your men all for nothing, for the sap don't like to run unless they be a sharp change in the temperature every twenty-four hours.

After I had made that short investigation I decided I would NOT go into the sap business except as I usually go into each spring. So I go into the sap business each spring I go to Ellery Briggs in Osseipee or Ralph Brooks in Freedom and ask them how much sap is and they always say "Three dollars cash or two dollars credit" for the time they lose a bad account, by only charging two dollars for credit sap, they don't lose much money if they charged it at the cash price.

But I get a gallon of sap for it. They have just run out of credit that day, and take it home. That night I take about two quarts of that sap and get it boiling real good and I boil it and boil it until you can take a spoonful and run it out onto a panful of snow and it sets up almost like thick cream and is pure gold in color. Then I take a fork and some pickles and sum donuts and I set me down and I run the sap out onto the snow and let it set and wab it into the fork and chew it down and it is the sweetest, slickest candy in the world. When my mouth gets so it don't want to taste no more. I reset my sacking machinery by eating a pickled cucumber and a couple of donuts and then I am ready for more. After I have et all I can, I take a big dose of bicarbonate of soda and go to bed and sometimes I wake up with the most tummy ache and sometimes I do not.

That is what the old timers used to call making leather aprons and it is quite an indoor sport.

Then I use what syrup is left over to put onto my pan cakes mornings and sumtimes I use a little bit to pour onto vanilla ice cream and sumtimes Mrs. Hank uses same to flavor the freezing on a cake and then occasionally she will mix sum with cream, and wun or two things, and freeze it up in the ice box, making what is called moose and that is the sweetest and richest and most indigestible and best ice cream.

"This is a fine time to find out that we're in love"
HERE'S a saucy new streamer for you gents of the angle who like your fly fishing variegated! In this old timer's estimation this new streamer which I call "Flexible Fanny" for obvious reasons, has the conventional streamer's unbending body beaten by many fathoms. And here's why, and here's how.

Every time you give your rod tip a twitch Flexible Fanny shoots a shiver!

The Fly

By M. W. Burlingame

The body, being built bi-sectional, has the bends every which way. It droops at the tail when you pause in your retrieve, and it straightens up again with a quiver when you twitch it laut. It can rear to the right, lurch to the left, tip toward the top, whichever way the stream swerves it.

And all these gyrations, gentlemen, are a heck of a lot more provocative to your piscatorial prey than the staid stances of the standard streamer!

Flexible Fanny is the product of the same gigantic intellect which spawned the Hell-Cat's Pups a season or two ago. And protection has been applied for in Uncle Sam's patent office. The

fellow who likes tandem hooks on streamers?"

Well, I don't own a fly-tying company, factory, or even squad, but I guess if anyone ever puts these streamers on the market they may want to provide a style with two hooks, as shown in sketch D.

One evening at twilight I cast out a big bucktail Flexible Fanny near some

rocks on a swell small-mouth underwater ledge. The dry bucktail floated the stream bravely, and it looked so much like a bass bug I gave it a twitch or two. The flexible body seemed to impart a lot of struggling action. "Gosh! A bass ought to smack that right on the whiskers!" my fishing partner exclaimed.

(Continued on page 31)
Our service pistol, the Colt .45 Automatic, is without question the finest military handgun in the world. A sturdy and dependable arm, perhaps the equal in value of the .45 Model of 1911, is its remarkable freedom from malfunctions. Too, it will handle a variety of ammunition varying from good to bad and continue to fire. Every part within the gun can be quickly and easily replaced and mud does not easily enter the action and even with a generous amount of dirt inside, the weapon will continue to operate.

Our service handgun chambers the largest, most powerful pistol cartridge used by any military force. During the affair of 1917-18, the standard .45 ACP load delivered 378 foot pounds of muzzle energy, with a muzzle velocity of 880 feet per second. Since then the .45 Auto cartridge has been considerably boosted in velocity and knockdown drive. Utilizing the very newest load, a 193-grain zinc alloy bullet, we now realize a velocity of 1140 feet per second with an attendant muzzle energy of 500 foot pounds. Not an inconsequential factor in this stepping up of velocities is the gain in flattened trajectory and increased range.

Recent military adventures on the Continent have impressed our Army strategists with the necessity for a number of quick-fire weapons. Those innumerable occasions when fierce street fighting has occurred, and those instances when ambushes and surprise attacks have thrown the combatants literally at each other's throats, have impressed our own tacticians with the very evident value of that great little gangster's gun—the .45 Thompson submachine rifle—the gun familiarly referred to as the "Tommy", a neat little cornsheller capable of spewing out something like 600 shots per minute.

The consideration of specialized training with the Tommy should likewise include training with the service pistol. Both use the identical .45 caliber ACP cartridge, both are automatics and they are intended for similar kinds of fighting. Training methods, too, are identical for both guns; namely a plentiful amount of firing at "man" targets arranged at comparatively short distances.

There is a tendency, among military men, unless I am badly mistaken, to regard the pistol as of little practical worth in modern warfare. This attitude is encouraged by a partial knowledge of the weapon. The handgun, it is true, is not a horse artillery, but it is a weapon which, strictly speaking, is a sort of back-up weapon, a secondary line of defense, as it were. However, as a weapon of last resort it is dangerously lethal—far more effective, in fact, than the trench knife or other fighting implement of like size and weight. At close quarters the pistol is many times more effective than the longer more unwieldy rifle, and in fact is a killing tool without counterpart for the dirty business of hand-to-hand combat.

Despite these truths there has been little disposition to accept the pistol at its full military worth. Soldiers are largely untrained with the service weapon and being mediocre performers have impressed both the observers with the seeming futility of the handgun in battle. But placed in the hands of cool, courageous men skilled targets. The bullseye has no more place in the training scheme of an army preparing for war than does a pickle fork in the hands of a back-country Swash. If men must practice to kill each other by all means give them targets which bear some resemblance to the enemy. If this removes no better purpose, it at least prepares the tyro gun wielder to expect the enemy in his own likeness.

The military handgunner should be taught to hit targets in the shape of the foe. Should be instructed how to fire quickly, and should get most of his training on targets which appear and disappear in a twinkling. He should be thoroughly grounded in rapid fire and should do scarcely any deliberate firing at all. If you were an aspiring half-mile runner you'd most assuredly not train to beat the champion by walking; by the same token the soldier who must shoot or be shot had better learn a brand of fast guns handling.

The British have realized the futility of training their defenders on bullseye targets and have completely and drastically revised their marksmanship training program. Now all firing is limited to silhouette targets. And not, let me add, silhouettes located at a known range on a beautifully groomed, perfect piece of Bermuda grass lawn such as you will see at Camp Perry, site of our annual National Matches. The Brits have inaugurated simple yet extremely practical training courses, ranges laid out in rough, hilly country where the targets are invariably screened by brush and weeds, and are exposed at unknown ranges and for short intervals only. By following the lead of our Cousin Jack we should eventually achieve some very practical results in our efforts to develop skilled battle marksmen.

I have schooled hundreds of rookie shooters. These included fellows who had never fired anything but other who had shot a little, and still others who were partly self-taught. The bullseye was invariably baffling to them. Instead of a quick knowledge of the gun-pointing art, it developed a marked inferiority complex. It was elusive; invariably hard to hit, and discouraged instead of enthusing the gropping tyro. After struggling along for years attempting to teach my men how to connect with the bally thing, I quit.

(Continued on page 46)
SOME time since I received a well-worded and apparently sincere letter from a young lady, stating that she was "contacting fifteen or twenty of the country's most prominent anglers," requesting that they, as tersely as possible, state what they thought was the "lure of angling.

What could be more adroit and flatteringly enticing than that adjective, prominent? I arched my back and purred like any caressed tommy.

What was that? "Did I send an answer?" Most certainly not; no dam can work me with a bit of verbal flattery, or feed me mental soothing syrup. I am not easily had by those methods. (I hope the gentleman doth not "protest too much.") However, the lady has raised a very interesting question. What is the real enticement, attraction, as Walton hath it, "of fishing with an angle?" Why is it that so many people find in angling the ideal recreation, some to the extent that it almost becomes recreation?

The answer which rises unbidden, unconsidered, to our lips is something like "Why, to take fish of course." The man who fishes for fish only, is not an angler. He is a fisherman, a sort of apotheosized commercial fisherman it is true, but nevertheless a fisher for fish.

An angler fishes for an intangible catch, while he makes the catch his excuse and not his reason for "going a-fishing." I can say with utmost truth that some of my best days on lake and stream have been when I took but few fish, while some of my most unsatisfactory days have been those when I caught the limit, and found myself reluctantly reeling in and packing up because I could take no more without running the risk of being summoned before the court.

While I concede at once that one may be excused for taking the limit if he is able to catch fish when his companions are not, and the harder is empty, I am very certain it is not the best sportsmanship to take the limit when all are capable of doing so, and means only distributing the catch when home is reached. Oh, I believe in giving away fish, especially to those unfortunates unable to follow streams and lakes because of physical disability; but it is not true sportsmanship to give away fish just in order that one may catch more, for the mere sake of taking. No, it seems to me that fishing for fish, unless in dire need of food, is the very lowest ground one can stand upon.

The possession of good tackle and its skillful use, is, I think, a step higher. I do not mean by that, that a man employing a cane-pole, twisted cotton line, and worm-bottomed hook can not be, for he often is, just as good and true a sportsman. I must insist once more that it is not the tackle itself that makes the sportsman, but the manner in which it is employed.

I have seen as egregious "fish-hogs" using fine tackle as ever fished with sedgepike pole and cotton line. Having

(Continued on page 44)
Campfire Smoke
by E.C. Janes

By the time this issue of OUTDOORS reaches you, daylight will brighten the horizon of the Amalgamated Brothers of the Angle. A rapid consultation of our almanac reveals that by then the sun will be rising and setting at times which will give us more than 2½ hours more daylight than during that dreary, shortest day in December. And, incidentally, the weather forecast says, "Disagreeable travelling," whatever that means.

Personally, we think all travelling is disagreeable but then, probably we are just an old homebody. Anyhow, the aforementioned A.B.A. will be in pretty much of a dither about this time. The first bluebirds will be bluebirding, pussy willows will be burgeoning in thawed swamps, the skunk cabbage and snowdrops will be thrusting through dead leaves on sun-drenched slopes and tackle will be ablur in store windows.

It is in these last, hectic weeks before Opening Day that piscophobia claims most of its victims. Rods are rewound and varnished, reels oiled, lines treated, fly boxes and fishing coat pockets bulge with untied Christmas offerings, the sun is warm and the gentle south breeze is laden with moist, earthy smells of spring. All Nature cries out to the angler to go forth and fish but the law says, "Hold it, boys!" Small wonder then that at this season, despairing members of the A.B.A. leap out of high windows and lie down in front of subway trains. There is, fortunately, a cure. Not a cure, really, but a method of treatment that has saved innumerable lives, this one among them. It is called "Looking At The Brooks" and it is a safe remedy and easy to take.

You get hold of Jim and Frank or, as it may be, Sam and Charlie and set out, on a spring-like afternoon, to make a tour of as many local streams as possible. Equipment for this junket should consist of thermometer, notebook, boots and pencil. The first step is by the cement bridge spanning a fast-running stream. You can remember the ratty wooden structure that used to stand here before the big freshet took it out. But the pool below is the same sparkling mystery, brimming and dimpling, invariably affording a home to several good-sized squawtails.

You remember, in particular, one monster of his species which you hauled from this pool on a memorable April day long ago. A few minutes should be given up to gazing, living over that desperate encounter in memory. Then you clamber over slippery rocks where the last ice of winter lies rotting and treacherous, and dunk your thermometer into the swollen current.

"Boy! Does this look hot!" you cry eagerly. And Jim and Frank chorus, "Boy! Does it ever!"

Forty-eight, the thermometer registers and you enter the reading reverently in your notebook together with the date. A short tramp along the wet banks through patches of lingering snow, critically noting what the winter has done to the various riffles and pools... there's a new hole; you'll want to stand about here and lay your nymph alongside that brush jam.

"Uhm hah!" Jim protests vigorously. "Look at that back current. You'll get drag if you stand there. Here's the way to handle it."

"Propaganda!"
And he flips an imaginary Stone Nymph looped behind the brush. Maybe he plays an imaginary brook for a wishful minute. Then back to the car and on to the next stream. Here snow water is still pouring down from the mountains and ice clings tenaciously along the shore. Thirty-seven, the thermometer says.

"Won't be right before sometime in May," is the sage consensus of opinion.

Sometimes, in the course of these explorations, you will come upon freshly-pasted territory enclosing a favorite stream, as we did last year. This is good information to have in time so that steps may be taken. When we saw the melancholy white markers that blossomed like a rash alongside the strem, we sought the farmhouse to see if something could be done. A gawking, freckled-faced girl answered our knock, and we touched lightly on the chances of our fishing there during the season.

"I'll ask Maw," the girl said stolidly and disappeared. A moment later she was back. "She says yes— and do-you-want-to-buy-some-maple-syrup?"

We heartily protested our passion for maple syrup which, in reality, we find a bit on the sickly side, and came home laden with gallons of the stuff, much to our spouse's dismay. Right now we are having pancakes hotly every morning in a vain race against time to use up the delectable liquid so that we can buy gallons more (yes, gallons. Mrs. J.) this spring. We feel it is well worth it for there are strictly native trout in that stream.

A FEW of these excursions to near-by waters will enable the most desperate angler to pull through. There may be set-backs—icy winds and spring blizzards, but what matter? The thermometer has registered 48 degrees in Trumbull Brook. The trout will be there. It is just a word about that notebook. It should be thrown away immediately for it will become lost anyway and in any event, you won't ever look at it after the season starts. It is like the prescriptions Doc wrote for you, once you are over the grippe.

Milton C. James, Assistant Chief, Division of Fish Culture, recently had some interesting things to say in regard to the proposed stocking program of the Fish and Wildlife Service. In an effort to modernize the disposal of game and pan-fish production of Federal hatcheries, a new policy has been inaugurated which is described in a recent issue of "The Progressive Fish Culturist."

Since the subject is one of importance to all anglers, it might be well to "look at the record." Under programs in certain waters until such times as these are then brought under organized control.

"These applications," Mr. James adds, "shorn of their status as an obligation and subject to sound administrative judgment and discretion will no longer keep the Federal hatchery man on a production treadmill."

Under this new policy, then, the bulk of the hatchery output will go to waters open to every angler and only the overflow, so to speak, will be available to privately-owned streams or ponds. It is felt, however, that much benefit will derive from the allotment of fish to farmers and small land-owners having a stream or pond on their property since these men are forming a public service as valuable as the planting of trees or the feeding of game-birds.

"This is a shuffling of stocking objectives," Mr. James concludes, "the Government dealt from the bottom and took care of its own requirements first. Federal land holdings are extensive and as far as possible they are dedicated to multiple use. These lands include some of the premier fishing waters of the nation and many of them are readily subject to effective regulation and fishery management. Such management plans cannot be fully realized unless there is a dependable supply of fish to be managed. At this time, no one can say to what extent the strictly Federal requirements will consume the output of Federal hatcheries. However, the ever-increasing production of game and pan-fish will probably be sufficient to leave a generous quota to be placed in State waters to complement and supplement the programs when the States have devised it."

W E H E A R D a story the other day from the lips of a sportsman whose voracity we have no reason to doubt. He does not want it to be true and we think it is a pretty good story so we should like to pass it along.

It has to do with a big Irish Water Spaniel named McGee and known as Mr. McGee. He is a highly efficient retriever and his owner can and, in fact, does tell you. (Continued on page 61)
A PULL-GROWN mountain lion kills and eats a deer each week. That amounts to fifty-two missing white-tails yearly. At the same time a less colorful yet withal dangerous predator, the hawk, accounts for at least twice that many quail. A hundred quail, the estimated annual take of the fully-matured sharp-shinned Cooper's hawk, would make up something like eight to ten very nice coveys. I am not so well acquainted with the grouse and hawk situation but since the grouse is an upland bird with habits more or less similar to Bonny Bob, I'm presuming that sky warblers must catch an average of one grouse weekly—maybe more—during the year. This is a terrific toll. Add then the depredations from foxes, weasels, skunks, coyotes, as well as the losses from unfavorable weather conditions during hatching season, and a fellow begins to wonder how any new birds come on at all.

This is the season when for the lack of a better game the hawks can come to be a lot of attention. A long winter is behind them, a winter during which pickings were mighty lean. Now, with small furred and feathered prey stirring from their retreats, the hawks are busy. Too, the mating urge has them moving toward nesting grounds and if you tramp nearby woods these days you will be surprised at the numbers seen.

Hawk killing is essentially the game of the rifleman—a rifleman equipped with a high-speed small-bore scope-sighted rifle. For me there is nothing quite as satisfactory as the standard Winchester Model 70 in .220 Swift caliber. Hawks, of course, can begunned with practically any kind of a powder burner you may have handy, but just for the sake of discussion, let's talk about that gun which stacks up as about the best of the lot.

Winchester, with typical thoroughness, has available three dandy .220 guns. The first is the standard Model 70. This gun weighs 8 ½ pounds, has a 26” barrel in the 220 caliber, sports a dandy fitting stock—13½” length of pull, 1½” drop at comb, and 2½” drop at heel. The standard M/70 has the NRA type stock with a comfortable well-fitted forend, nicely shaped pistol grip, sling swivels, and a checkered secure-feeling buttplate. This model of the popular 220 comes without receiver peep sight, a fact which ideally suits the gunner who intends to attach a telescope.

The hawk who goes into the woods afoot after his game had best settle on this standard M/70. After the scope and mounts are attached he will have a weapon weighing 9¾ pounds, or thereabouts, about all the average hunter wants to tote around. However, for those discerning gun pointers who want the ultimate in equipment, Winchester offers two better hunting models than the standard .220; these are the National Match M/70 and the Target M/70. The former weighs 9½ pounds and the latter tilts the beam at 10½ pounds. The added weight in these refined .220 Winchesters is for the most part found in the heavier barrels. A new, target-type black walnut stock accounts for part of the weight but in the main a semi-bull barrel wakes up the difference.

Supremely accurate, equipped with the Lyman 48 WH receiver micrometer sight and the Lyman 77 front sight, with 1½” telescope sight base. Army-type sling with a special accessory attached to the forend to keep the sling from pinching the hand, are special features of the super National Match and Target grades of the .220 Model 70.

The inherent ability of the splendid .220 cartridge isn't fully realized until it's shuffled into one of these ultrarefined Winchesters. If you are one of those fellows who isn't content with anything but the ultimate in accuracy by all means consider the Target grade M 70. This gun, equipped with the Lyman Target Spot 8X, utilizing the Lyman micro-click 15-minute adjustment and three-point suspension mounts, represents the hawk-getting outfit par excellence.

The Target (Continued on page 50)
Threatened!
Your Right to a Gun

A Guest Editorial

By Arthur B. Harlow
President of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Association. Chairman of the Massachusetts Division of the Committee for the Defense of British Homes

We are faced with a serious danger. Oddly enough this danger has been created and is being increased by citizens with the best intentions in the world. We are referring to the various bills that have been and still are being introduced in state legislatures and may be shortly introduced in the Congress of the United States for the regulation of the possession of firearms by citizens.

Let’s look this situation over thoughtfully.

Previous to prohibition, crimes involving the use of firearms were not committed in such large numbers as particularly to attract the attention of the public. Sportsmen owned their rifles and shotguns for hunting; farmers owned their shotguns primarily for the protection of their chickens against crows, certain species of hawks and owls, rats, and other vermin, and no special firearms regulations were thought necessary by anyone.

With the introduction of prohibition, murders and gangster fights between bootleggers increased rapidly and soon became a public scandal. In an endeavor to stop this lawlessness, from time to time many bills were presented to various state legislatures ranging from those requiring the registration of all firearms to the possession of civilians, to the extreme of having all firearms, so owned, stored in armories and only released to their owners for hunting, on permits.

The fallacy of this type of legislation is that no gangster will conform to any law. The gangsters, as a matter of fact, seldom use rifles, but do use sawed-off shotguns, machine guns, and to a small extent, pistols and revolvers.

The sportsmen could not see then nor can they see now how any such laws could possibly correct the gangster situation, but they could see how these laws would harass the law-abiding sportsman and farmer; and, believing these laws that required the registration of guns and the fingerprinting of the owners were simply the fore-runners of laws that might be passed that would take away the ownership of firearms in spite of the fact that it is a Constitutional right of citizens to own firearms. They bitterly opposed them.

Following the repeal of prohibition, many of the lawless element that had been in the bootlegging racket, gravitated to the “hold-up” and “stuck-up” business, and agitation for regulation of firearms in general under the still mistaken idea that the gangsters would obey whatever laws were enacted, broke out afresh.

The national law which was passed, requiring the registration of firearms of less than 12-inch barrels, was directly aimed at the professional criminals. This was not objectionable to sportsmen, and well enough in its purpose, but it did not harass the criminals as was hoped for, and crime has continued.

Now since the European War began and the danger of the fifth columnists became a cause of worry, far more drastic legislation has been proposed, still with the mistaken idea that it will reach the subversive element and take their arms away from them. It is our belief that it will simply result in obedience to the law by the law-abiding citizens and in no way curtail a hiding of firearms on the part of criminals and the organized enemies of our country. But it is undoubtedly true that members of this subversive element are urging innocent citizens to spread propaganda that may lead to the disfranchising of all people excepting themselves.

(Continued on page 59)
I April: The first turtle chortled today in the marshes near the second brook, on the east side of the trestle. I heard it in passing and stopped until it came again, unmistakably a turtle's sound. I heard it from time to time thereafter from my reading place at the first brook trestle, where, despite the strong northeast wind, I was comfortably enough. Blue-bottle flies buzzed noisily about today, and the frogs were legion along the now fallen brook, the sound of whose falls came muted on the air from the wood.

All afternoon geese flew aimlessly above, a flock of some size, possibly a score of them, flew high and darkly against the sky, calling from time to time, and the smell of smoke was strong in air, so that the somnolence was typical of the spring day. Bird-song came intermittently, accompanied by the urgent querulous sounds of foraging and mating birds; the spring arrivals already settling to the business of making homes.

4 April: A cold day with overcast sky and a northwest wind blowing. In the Post Office this morning Verry Endres said he had caught three garter snakes out along the embankment beyond the Spring Slough yesterday. He said they were still very sluggish, having but emerged from their winter places. "I let 'em go," he said, as if he had indeed accomplished a great advance from the driving urge to assert their greatness which possesses so many children, to assert themselves by killing lesser creatures.

Standing in the harness shop this afternoon, I glanced casually toward the buns Hugh had got in the marshes Sunday last, and noticed among the alders, pussywillows, poplars and hazel a few faintly glowing spots of magenta. I went closer and discovered a singularly beautiful blossom in a kind of circular fringe at the bud ends of hazel twigs, not at the pollinating finger buds now in flower, but at the leaf buds and the naked stem ends as well, a beautiful calyx of magenta-colored cilia scarcely an eighth of an inch long. This remarkably lovely blossom on the still barren twigs made me to think again what wonders are for the seeing along the roadside, and gave me pause once more: how often after hour. Observed a pair of juncoes nearby, one of them making a warning sound very much like that of the cardinal, and not quite as full, while around the sound as the similar note given by the myrtle warbler: tchet-ck-chek. Heard also the voices of turtles, the deep chuckling sounds coming from the small sloughs immediately north of the brook, and from the brook heard in the course of the afternoon the year's first bullfrog giving voice.

At two o'clock the train throbbed past, its aerial smoke briefly taking possession of the sweet air. The brook today was at its normal height, no greater rise promised for this year, despite the fact that the season just past had more snow than most of those in the last decade, yet so gradual has been the thaw, that the water has gone down into the earth, where it was most needed. All along the embankment, the alders blossomed, the tight maroon finger-buds lengthened at last, growing sienna and pale yellow as the pollen made its appearance.

6 April: At twelve-thirty to the hill. The sun shone warmly, little wind was manifest, a great deal of snow on the hill slopes was warm despite the moisture still manifest here and there. But, save for hidden pockets on the north slopes, the snow was gone, unlike the snow-held slopes still visible in the Baraboo bluffs on the ride up this morning. A dusty orange butterfly flew ahead of me up the hill, vanishing when I paused beside the first pasque flowers, three of them alone on all the hillside, and evidently not long open, certainly not more than a day, if indeed before this morning.

I sat down in the dip atop the big hill, spreading papers carefully underneath, so that the rough moccasins might not penetrate me, and there sat to read and write, the while I looked out over the swelling river and the village to the prairie beyond, not yet in spring aspect, but looking still like winter, with its dark patches of earth, broken only rarely even by brown, and as yet by no green of winter wheat, which was not yet sufficiently manifest to show at this distance.

The Country Year:
April

By August Derleth

I have passed among the hazel growth in the spring and not seen this small beauty!

5 April: I sat at the trestle this afternoon to read and write, while bird song rose all around me, hour
Despite the fact that birds concentrate in the marshes, there was no lack of bird life to fill the afternoon—redwings, killdeer, junco, song sparrows, field sparrows, vesper sparrows, bluebirds. The sunlight was strong and warm, and continued warm even after a mistiness of clouds rose out of the west and overcast the sky.

The hills this afternoon were alive with boys, come in groups to go exploring, to play at Buffalo Bill, Buck Rogers, and similar games, to imagine they were hunting spies or Boy Scouts, filling the air with joyous cries. They streamed past over the Big Hill and went back along the path at the bottom.

9 April: To the marshes at one-fifteen, there to sit in the warm sunlight at the brook's trestle and hear the birds singing, the fox sparrows diligently searching for food under the willows. Over the embankment, a prairie dog combat took place while I watched—between an osprey and a marsh harrier, the osprey succeeding finally in driving the larger hawk to seek security in the woodland areas adjoining the lower meadow. The osprey flew back in a series of long swooping dives to where his mate coursed low over the dried grass and weeds near the railroad.

A cock pheasant walked for a while before me on my way in to the embankment at the brook's trestle. Perhaps I could not run, but persisting in a sedate if rapid walk until it could vanish among the willows in the lowland places. Turtles and frogs called this afternoon as well; here and there across the track-bed, moles had been at work; and at the brook the first phoebes called.

13 April: At twelve-fifteen walked down into the marshes, going by way of the east river shore, and finding myself almost surrounded in the bottoms where I had risen in the night, and dropped again, leaving much water in the sloughs, water which was now emptying into the back river through the familiar brook winding out of the woodland to eastward, a brook tamed doubly high, and impossible to jump across. So had to exert myself and build a bridge of old logs; after half an hour managed to get across, and then walked slowly along the back river to the embankment.

Two blue herons flew out of the willows clustered thickly along the water's edge and lifted themselves over Bergen's Island and away. The air was cool still, though not cold, and in the sun it was comfortable and warm enough. There were blue-winged teal in the Spring Slough, seven of them, who flew up at my approach with a wild complaint, and circled away among the trees, only to return when I had gone safely past.

Felt little inclined to work, though I read and wrote a little; but in the main, I loafed, sitting at the brookside, drowsy in the sun, quite delighted that I had not forgotten how to loaf, that no press of work to be done prevented me from enjoying this leisure. Certainly a man is meant to loaf so many hours of his life away, and indeed, these may be his richest hours: if a man is able to throw away the burden of his small cares for only an hour every so often, it is far better than any medicine could be, it is in itself the best of medicines. To sit under the blue sky and watch the clouds go by, to sit beside the brook and look into the sunlight water to the sand below, to see in spring the grass push up and grow—what a paradise for the thousand ills that beset the mind! If some time the world's ills encroach so much upon my existence that I no longer know how to loaf, I hope someone will be kind enough to inter the carcasses.

14 April: At twelve-thirty went over the river to the hills, where read and wrote all afternoon, disturbed only three times—by a troop of Boy Scouts leading volume hounds, and then subsequently by the hounds, and by a group of smaller boys, led by Jackie Bachhuber; these presently retired to the next hill on the south, there to build themselves a "hideout," and posted a "for sale" sign, inviting it to inform them all when I left the hill, so that they could be ready to walk back to town with me.

Many marsh fires burned this afternoon; great clouds of white smoke billowed into the blue, in the south and southwest, along the course of the river, and the smoke came sweeterly on the south wind. The pasque flowers today made a lavender and pale blue carpet with yellow eyes in the meadow grass, reaching from the hilltop to the base of the slope, so that, lying flat on the ground and looking down, the color was indescribably beautiful, incredible, indeed, in contrast to the pale green grass all around, though the river's blue off to the right was strong.

About four o'clock went leisurely along the hill crests to the valley, the old familiar wooded slope, and there descended carefully in fear of frost-hold ground slipperiness on top, but found the brook a gem, and a light refreshment after some careful hunting, discovered that here and there hepatica buds were above ground, and would soon be abloom—certainly this week. So stood in the valley looking back over the past few years, filled with a peculiarly satisfying glow of realization that this coming to birth again and again was essential, no matter how difficult to bear the winter might be, or the rest of the year.

Here all things were the same, save for a few trees cut down, the same as when I came here with Margery and later with Mary; the same old apple trees with blossoms again to bloom for a month to come, the same sweetness of oak leaves underfoot, the same aura of security between the hills where the days are lovely, and the apple flowers budding again to bloom for a month to come, the same sweetness of oak leaves underfoot, the same aura of security between the hills on both sides. Meandered around the slope along the nooks and knolls at the foot of the hill and there stood watching a bluebird launch himself into the sky

(Continued on page 33)
COME APART! Perhaps an unusual name for a boat of any type. But then, after thinking it over, we believe it’s a unique boat, this OUTDOORS craft of the month.

First off—we were tempted to term the design “singular.” Yet this would be hardly suitable. You see COME APART is not by any means singular, if you’ll forgive a pun, but of three separate parts; a forward, a midship and an after compartment. Therein lies its unique feature.

When assembled, the three sections go to complete a most handy and practical fishing skiff of 12-0” overall length and 4-0” extreme beam. When knocked down, to be toted about, the forward and after compartments nest compactly in the 6-3” midship section after the manner in the sketch.

Thus they can be “toted” handily, as a unit, strapped atop the car or stowed easily back in the station wagon.

As drawn, the boat is in no way tubby or bulky, though in all departments the hull is of liberal proportions and of pleasing appearance. She will row easily indeed, without dragging the whole water course under her counter. With one of the lightweight outboard motors affixed to the transom she’ll scampor along in a surprising fashion and cover the down lake bass spots in short order.

Yes, COME APART is designed for a specific purpose. That purpose is fishing those out-of-the-way, secluded ponds and lakes or those quiet back runs of many slow river stretches. For such a pleasant chum to fish, this little skiff makes an ideal, inexpensive outlet.

We don’t suggest that you plan to use this type of boat in the churning surf amidst the charging cavalry of white-horse wave tops. We have other models far more suitable for the dauntless chaps that are so inclined. However, if built in accordance with the drawing details, this little ‘yok’ will render able performance and carry, in perfect safety, three fishing buddies to their sweet water playgrounds where’er it’s fit to be out.

She is to be built, for the most part, of resin-bonded plywood. Make sure, though, that it’s the out-and-out marine material, processed by the hot plate method. Along all seams and beneath all joinings, cold resin glue should be evenly smeared. Follow the marine plywood salesman’s recommendations as to the kind. In the preparation and use of this resin glue, proceed in strict conformity with the maker’s packaging instructions.

The actual fabrication of COME APART is boat building work of the simplest character. It’s just the “agreed upon” practical method of skiff construction.

Start out by making a full-sized copy of the Layin Down Plan. Do it on heavy manila paper and do it carefully. Accurate bevels for the stem, four bulkheads, and the transom are then before you. The four temporary molds can be put together from almost any “on hand” lumber that approximates 1” thick by 6” wide. Follow the dimensions in the table of offsets and take heed that all dimensions are to the outer face of the planking. Each mold, of course, will be notched neatly to receive the keelson in the center of the bottom and the chine stringers at the bilge edges.

The data for making the four bulkheads and transom are all clearly defined in the details and drawing notes relating to these several pieces. All are called for in cypress, the bulkheads in material of %” thickness, the transom in material of 1” thickness. If you favor clear spruce, or even white pine, these are quite suitable provided you can obtain either of them in sufficient width. Should you hold to the cypress, however, endeavor to select boards that are not unduly heavy. Cypress boards vary surprisingly in weight and usually those that are light in color are also the lightest in weight.

The stem should be made in ash. This is of the two-piece type, namely the stem proper and the outside bolted-on cut. The angle of bevel and amount of taper, from sheer to chine, are readily obtainable from the Laying Down Plan. Plane the plank-bearing surfaces of the stem proper so that same are flat and true over the entire area, thus insuring a perfect contact with the plywood planking at this point.

The inside keelson is but a straight length of clear spruce %”x4” and aside from the cutting to length and a bit of fitting at the bow requires no atten-
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tion. The knees that establish the angle of rake at the stem and transom can be sawed to shape from suitably grained oak approximately 1" thick. Here again the required angles can be taken from the full-sized line drawing.

With the frame parts thus in readiness, the erection can be undertaken on any level platform or floor of adequate size. Solely for accessibility in putting on the planking, the framework should be erected in an upside down state. Work from the center line and arrange every component part in strict accordance with the dimensions on the drawings.

Take ample time with the setting of each and every piece. Brace and stay the parts-plumb, square, and equidistant about the center line. When adjusting the four bulkheads leave just enough space between them to permit free sawing through the planks and keel portions when it comes time to sub-divide the boat.

The chines are 3/8" x 1 1/2" oak strips. These readily spring into position along the bilges. Notch them into the bulkheads and transom in the usual manner but see to it that they do not break through to the outside.

With the frame thus rigidly erected and everything checked to your satisfaction, the bolt holes in the bulkheads

(Continued on page 32)
WHEN THE TROUT LILY BLOOMS

(Continued from page 5)

frightened stiff at the apparition descending upon him or too astonished to act immediately.

Now, I can't swear to what actually followed because when action did get underway it was fast and furious. Anyway, to this day I'm not certain but what that orny Pup bared his teeth and sank them into the first curious fish that rose to investigate.

Boy, what action. That fish dragged the Pup here and there. But, he hung on with the determined doggedness characteristic of his tough breed until brought to net. It was a nice eleven-incher, and I gave a whoop of delight.

The elated warden voiced his approval. "Them nymphs never miss," he beamed. He had not seen me make the change, and I said nothing.

Presently George came around from behind the fringe of bushes at the mouth of the branch and enquired as to what the excitement was all about. The warden's attempt at explanation was interrupted by another whoop. The Pink Pup had connected again.

"That's what it is," delightedly gurgled the warden.

After I had netted the fish George came alongside and quietly asked if I was using the warden's flies.

The speckled trout were particularly attractive, full-dressed and vividly colored; true denizens of roaring mountain torrent. I might explain that they were caught a short distance up a boisterous run emptying into the Caldwell just above the bridge.

Just before negotiating the bend the stream narrows down to about a third of its width and the heavy flow resulting sluices its way under a heavy canopy of hemlocks. At the tail end of the sluiceway, just before the water stretches itself into an expansive pool, was located the lair of the big fish. At least so it was explained to us.

"It's impossible to maneuver a line down into that mess without getting snagged," the warden went on. "But, if you stand up there by that dead stub, he indicated a riven tree trunk some fifty feet above the pile of drift, "you can let the current carry your lure down between the hideout and the bank."

"Yeah, but assuming that you hook the fish, the first thing he'd do would be to tear for that tangle," George pointed out.

"That's just the rub," agreed our guide. "If you can hold him and then work him up into the clear, you've got him licked."

GEORGE and I drew straws to see who would try for the big fellow and he won. "This certainly smacks of that old saw about counting your chicks, etc.," said I.

Ignoring my remark George went about the business of carefully checking every inch of his tackle. "How big did you say he was?" he asked the warden.

"Well, I said as long as my arm."

I flicked the fly under the nearest hemlock.
NEW COMFICIENT GRIP
Now on a Split Bamboo Fly Rod priced at $7.50.

- Controlled casting—that's what the new Comficient Grip offers fly rod anglers. Your bend lies naturally on the grooved slip-proof cork grip while the recessed thumb seat acts as a guide for accurate casting. Get the feel of this new grip at your dealer's! This exclusive feature available on South Bend Fly Rods No. 59 (East or Steelhead action); No. 159 (Trot action) and No. 259 (Dry Fly action). Price $7.50.
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A NAME FAMOUS IN FISHING

And with that the warden appraisingly hoisted one of his lanky members.

After a critical survey of the limb George said glumly, "If he's only half that long I'll be plenty satisfied."

"Don't you think that a little later in the day would be a better time to try for a big fish?" I put in.

"Well, if it was an ordinary fish, I'd say yes. But, this fellow goes by moods and he's likely to be in the mood most any time," the warden replied.

In the meanwhile George had cautiously taken his position by the dead stub and was giving his terminal tackle a final check.

The warden's quick eye spotted the Hellcat. "Say, what's that you've got on?"

"Oh, that—that's a Black Dog," answered George with a trace of guilt.
"Just the ticket for a dark spot like that," he added.

The warden appeared a bit crest-fallen. "Won't do," said he with a shake of his head. "That thing would scare this fish for the rest of the day or maybe out of these parts. Try the nymph and if it doesn't click there'll be no harm done."

I controlled myself while George made the change. "Do you think he'll even see this?" he asked peering at the puny creation. "It's doggone dark under those trees," he quickly amended upon seeing the look that flitted across the warden's face.

"That little fly has already fooled this fish on three different occasions," icily reminded the nymph's creator.

"No offense. I just wanted to make sure," said George, completely covering the disappointment that I'm sure was his. It's difficult for one to discontinue using a fly that has been putting fish in the creel.

George began stripping line and got the nymph underway. Swiftly the large amber coils of line straightened out as the completely invisible fly raced toward its destination. When an estimated fifty feet of line had been paid out the angler got set for some what may.

The warden hunched on a log in the middle of a sun-drenched sandbar, intently watching the spot where action might be expected.

George started his line and the rod tip dipped perceptibly. "Shucks," he grunted, "I'm snagged."

The bird-like look of anticipation etched on the warden's face caused me to look quickly in turn from George to the spot of the alleged snag.

"There, I've worked it loose again," announced the angler as he slowly wound the reel handle.

The expression on the warden's face changed to one of high elation. Even as I looked his nostrils suddenly flared wide like those of a winded horse.
“You've got him,” he cried, leaping to his feet.

I sought the man who had gone stark mad until I caught a glimpse of the fisherman. That worthy was in the throes of something or other when it finally dawned on him that it might be the fish.

“Here, there see him!” The temporarily demented warden grabbed me by a shoulder as I attempted to follow a quivering forefinger.

I looked hard at the spot indicated and it was my turn to go haywire. In the semi-gloom I saw something dark and long and broad roll with the heavy current.

“Man alive, that can't be a fish!” I gaped.

“Yessir man, that's Moby Dick himself,” almost shrieked the warden.

At a protesting screech of the reel George got down to business and masterfully held the rolling fish.

“Watch 'em now, watch 'em,” warned the warden. “He'll twist off if you let 'em go that long.”

George was now as cool as a spring run smell, and when it came to handling a rod and big fish, I didn't know of any one else who was as capable. Without losing a single inch of line he swung the fish into the shallows.

As the warden indicated, this was no ordinary fish and he proved it immediately. Upon perceiving its plight the brown changed its tactics in an uncertain manner. Sway! Like a flash of mottled light it plunged upstream, careened past an exposed bar and disappeared into the deeper water at the head of the sluiceway.

However, despite the rapidity with which the fish executed the unexpected move, George was even faster. In two quick backward rushes he moved approximately thirty-feet above the spot where the fish subsided. The battle settled down to a test between the springy four-ounce rod and the doggedness of the seasoned old brownie.

Many are the anticipated tough and long battles that are unexpectedly and suddenly terminated. By steady judgment and pressure, the trout had the fish exhausted. Anyway, he experienced no trouble working it close and slipping the net under him.

As is often the case, the fish was not as large as it had been pictured. However, one should not quibble when the specimen measures only a few inches less than the anticipated length. Like all large ones of its kind the old cannibal had a mouth like a steel trap, an efficient trap that had disposed of countless smaller fish.

Now I suppose you're raising your eyebrows and asking me if I really think that the trout lily had anything to do with all this luck. All right! If you choose to fish when the shadburne blows or by the dark of the moon or with a rising barometer, well and good, —and I hope you'll catch plenty of 'em, too. But, by all the signs of the Zodiac or manifest, I stubbornly maintain that the trout bite best when the trout lily blooms. Anyway, sometimes.
BLACK GHOST

I answered, "I'd take a slam at that myself if I were a—." Wham! I was interrupted by a vicious rise, and I was instantly into a hell-bender of a smallmouth. So why not make up Flexible Fanny into a real floater of clipped deer hair. See sketch E, or a big dry fly of stiff hackle, for bass, etc., as shown in sketch F? In the other sketches of this flirtin' fly, the artist shows you several of the well-known patterns look. It can of course be tied in any pattern of bucktail or streamer. As I designed it first I merely made a hinged body, on an ordinary Black Ghost streamer. But on trying it out in the water I found that feathers were needed on the back part of the body in order to give resistance enough to straighten out the tail piece when the fly was twitched. I also cut down the length of the feathers on the front body so as to decrease wind resistance on the cast.

As Flexible Fanny now stands, she is dressed a bit more lightly than standard streamers for-and, and very, very, lightly.

CODRINGTON SETS

was leaving. Nobody seemed to mind so I just kept him.

"You must have trained him to retrieve, didn't you?" "No, no. Retrieved the first time I shot over him."

He sits when he points. I never saw a dog do that before." "Oh, yes, yes, yes. Quite, quite. Noticed that the first time I took him out. Difficult to see him sometimes in heavy thickets. Knows his business, though. Loves to hunt. Slow, but efficient."

He scratched the dog's head.

"You know, a fellow told me once that originally all setters set when they pointed. That's where they got their name. Seys Codrington must be some sort of a throwback. Interesting what?"

I nodded and said, "Oh, quite, quite. Quite."

TAXIDERMY

Those of our readers who are interested in mounting their own fish and game can obtain copy of the Taxidermy News Magazine if they will write M. J. Hoffman Company, 989 Gates Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
"COME APART"

(Continued from page 27)

The bottom will be planed first. Use three ply 1/8-inch thick resin-bonded fir. This will be in two sheets with the seams running full length along the center of the keelson. At all face and counter joints, use a coating of the cold resin glue previously mentioned. For fastenings use No. 7 flat head brass screws 3/4" long. Countersink the heads very slightly, just enough to properly clear the surface. All this is necessary in this light type of boat construction. It is well to pitch the planks fastenings at something approximating 3/4" centers.

When planing the outside edge of the plywood bottom to conform to the curvature and slope of the chine strips, use a plane nicely sharpened. One with the cutting lip raked fairly low is to be preferred.

The side planks are from sheets of material similar to the bottom covering. Since the boat is to be parted thwartwise at the specified fore and aft locations it is not absolutely necessary to put the side planks on in one single length sheet unless you so desire.

Be careful when working the side planking so each compartment can terminate at the outer face of each bulkhead and thus be put on as individual shorter pieces. A temporary cleating together of the compartments can be done if you wish to provide further against likelihood of disturbing the hull shape. Also use No. 7 brass screws, closely pitched along the chine edge of the side planks. At the bulkheads and transom, however, we would suggest No. 8 brass screws about 1 1/2" long. Where the side planks are fastened to the fitted ribs it would also be well to use No. 8 screws about 1" long.

With the outside, 3/4" x 1 1/2" oak keelson screwed hard in place, the short skeg affixed, and the rib strips put on according to details, the hull is in shape for turning over for the fitting of all internal parts and outside trim.

The Arrangement Plan and Inboard Profile drawings clearly show the simplicity of the parts that go to make up this portion of the work. These are all put rather tightly and joinery will go along quite rapidly indeed. The two cross struts within the midship compartment are not to be permanently fastened to the seats. Both should be left readily removable so that the full area of this portion may be had for nestling the other two compartments.

Now—the longitudinal members that hold the compartments together can be sawed through, and their edges worked smooth. Following a thorough sandpapering of the hull both inside and outside the little craft is in readiness to receive the dress-up coats of paint and varnish.

At this time we are going to take a mighty big chance. We are going to suggest a painting scheme. We have come in mind that the little boat is to be a fishing smack—so—a dark green bottom—dark grey top sides, sheer molding and transom left natural with a spar varnish finish, dark green floor boards and all else inside a medium tan. That's our suggestion and see that it's all done with bona fide marine paints, put on according to the maker's directions.

So may all good fortune attend your building of this unique little "tote-about." Also, may the unlimited enjoyable hours over the quiet out-of-way sweet fishing spots amply repay you for the time taken in the fabrication.

And—for those chaps who would like the large scale blue prints from the original design, same are available at a cost of but $1.50 for the full set, post paid from the BOATING DEPARTMENT of OUTDOORS, 729 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
and sing. So on slowly back to the big hill, where picked up my briefcase and went reluctantly down the hill. I thought I might slip up on the boys unobserved in their act of changing lookouts, but I was not quick enough; they saw me, gave the signal, and immediately came pell-mell down the steep slope, leaving me momentarily breathless until I remembered that I too had come down slopes at that same speed in those early years not yet too far gone—In the Days of Buffalo Bill, yes, when I was given inevitably the role of Sitting Bull because I could die so magnificently! So homeward, with a dozen boys flopped around, chattering like redwings.

16 April: Over the hills this afternoon heard a bluebird run the gamut of his songs and calls, and realized suddenly that the early "oriole" so often reported by Ellif was nothing more than this same bluebird, one of whose calls has the clear whistling clarity of an oriole's note. Lying over Eugenie Grandet, was suddenly startled by a weird screaming and cawing and rising; with binoculars in hand, discovered in the dip north of the hilltop a crow's nest, over which hovered three crows, one of them evidently feeding young; all flew off cawing angrily at sight of me, and the noise ceased at once.

Late tonight leisurely along the Matamonic road with Ray. Northwest of Ring's farm, the marshes burned, great towering clouds of smoke against the low dark sky, and the flames redly against it in a long line, almost a quarter of a mile long, leaving in its wake and at its southern edge, burning groves or logs, the whole making an entrancing sight against the night's darkness. Drove slowly in order to keep our eyes to the flames and the red clouds, and at the marshes below Rings, listening to the frog choir, saw still where over the ridge behind the trees sinuously black against the smoke billows, the fire glowed more redly than an evening's afterglow.

19 April: At twelve-thirty to the hills, where now the pasque flowers are at their height, making lovely sunlit patches of lavender among the old brown leaves. Lay in the dip on the Big Hill and looked around me; everywhere the pasque flowers broke the line of earth and sky, great in their smallness from the earth's level, their blue-lavender so soft against the sky, their yellow eyes so strong; they tipped a little and bent in the northeast wind blowing. Read and wrote a little, looking around me from time to time. The sky was clear, but for a few cirrus clouds low in the southwest, and the air was warm, save for the wind blowing; the cottonwoods were swelling; the poplar catkins had lengthened and were beginning to fall; the elms were opening their red blossoms; the birch catkins were beginning to grow less stiff, and soon the buttercups will be open.

At three-fifteen walked leisurely back into the valley, where found the hepaticas almost ready to blossom. Roman was dragging the northeast field, he and his three brown horses with their white faces making a warming picture against the dark earth and the blue sky, limned there in his movement up and down the rolling ground.
MILE-HIGH BASS
(Continued from page 9)

Just like that it happened, suddenly, and without warning.

Of course they went along! Women usually have their way, don't they? Roy laughed and looked resigned toward the point where he had had his strike, but we didn't get near good bass water. As a matter of fact, we didn't get much farther than the end of the pier. "Just a tiny little way," they cooed, "so we can get back in a hurry if it starts to rain."

What an evening! There was Alice, catching bluegill with disgusting regularity and there was Beth, beaming placidly as a dancing-school chaperon, while Roy and I baited their hooks and fumed silently as we whipped the water in a vain attempt to get a strike. It was all pretty humiliating, especially since they spared no effort to remind us that, without them, it would have been a fishless day. That night I dreamed of murder.

The next morning I woke to the sound of rain falling quietly. The lake became formless and vague and faded. For two days the rain had steadily upon the cabin. Inside, we basked in the warmth of the fire and spent the long daylight hours in pleasant relaxation. A new and stirring excitement possessed Roy. He talked of fishing, and spent long hours poring over a huge map of the lake.

Toward the end of the second day, however, restlessness seized us all. Roy, who was sitting by the window staring out across the field glasses, suddenly got up and studied the dark sky. He stood there for a long time, saying nothing. Then he wheeled around and walked over to the table and stuck a pin in the map just off the rocky point where he had hooked his bass. He raised his blue eyes and gave me a slow smile.

"My bass," he said. "I'm going to get him tomorrow if I have to swing out to that stump."

Our last morning came with a crisp, gray silence. The rain had stopped, but the sky remained overcast, threatening. I dressed quickly in the cool room and went downstairs. Roy greeted me with a sleepy grin.

"Boat's ready," he said.

"This is your last chance," I reminded him.

He nodded. "The rain's let up," he said. "I'll get him today."

I washed my face in the cold water from the pump and got set down at the table. A pot of coffee steamed and bubbled over the fire, but there wasn't a sign of breakfast. Puzzled, I looked around for the women. They had taken possession of the room, and left the narrow, uncomfortable bunks for us. Their door was still closed and there was no sign of activity. Roy, watching me, looked a little ashamed.

"I didn't wake 'em up," he con-
Do you plunk a plug?

Need a line that casts, spoons, thighs easily? Hard braided to stand up longer under harder use? Then ask your dealer for

BLACK KNIGHT
A BLACK WATERPROOF BAIT CASTING LINE YOU CAN RELY ON

Expertly braided of "better than the best" pure silk, Black Knight is the favorite of hundreds of thousands of experienced casters.

Free "How to Fish" booklet, proving "the high minded low-down" on fishing lures and fishing facts. Or, if you'll read 20 stamps or coins we'll send in June 1948 "Knicks" booklet—see our ad over there.

U. S. LINES
STAND UP
EVEN UNDER ABUSE

Alice holds seven beauties taken from the cold waters of Big Bear. They were big and solid, and full of fight.

"I thought maybe we could—that is, I was afraid they might want to go..."

Grinning like a couple of school kids, we gulped down the steaming coffee and sneaked out of the cabin. As we approached the point, Roy leaned forward eagerly and sent his plug close to the old stump. Breathlessly, he waited. Nothing happened. A dozen casts failed to tempt his bass. Disappointed, Roy finally consented to move on, and we headed for the big bay.

We were not alone on the lake this morning. Two men, bundled up against the cold, were fishing just inside the bay. As we rowed slowly past them, the fat one in the slicker and the battered hat stopped fishing and swung his arms briskly against the biting wind. The other, red faced and smiling, waved a friendly greeting. They had been on the lake since daylight and had taken five good bass. Perhaps, at last, we would get the fishing we had hoped for.

WE HEADED for the shallow shoreline, and Roy started casting immediately. I selected a tempting spinner and began to cast and row alternately. On my third cast I picked up a small bass. Our first fish! Certain that the bass were feeding deep in the weed beds, I had Roy change from the plug to a weedless lure. The next fifteen minutes, however, brought no results.

Suddenly Roy let out a yell. His rod arched and the line streaked across the small pocket and headed for the weeds.

"Keep him out in the open water," I yelled. I reeled in my line. Roy would need plenty of room.

Snubbed, the bass turned and headed back, and Roy began to reel like mad. With a swift, powerful rush the crafty old bronzeback reached the weeds on

Do you flip out feathers?
or still fish?

Want a level line that's flexible as an old glove but tougher than a top sergeant? Heavy enough to bring out rod action? Tuf enuf to take abuse? Ask your dealer for

TUF NUT

Tuf Nut is smoother in a glass—but crack it, chip it or check it you can't!

"$100 WORTH OF INFO"
for 60 in stamps. 18 richly illustrated pages of secrets, methods, links, just in.
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WOOLSKIN CAMP SHOES
Price Only
$2.75
Postpaid

After a long, cold day in heavy boots, there is no relief more welcome than to slip on a pair of these Woolskin Camp Shoes. They roll up into a pocket size bundle, easy to take on your hunting trip. Woolskin boots are a blustering nuisance around any hunting lodge... these "sheepskin" keep your feet warm and restful.

Made of select, tough leathered, heavily fur-reinforced sheepskin; wool side in. A "C" shaped "beavered" sheepskin cuff at top, Outer sole of soft Split Cowhide, for long wear. All laces strapped with same leather. Shoe opens and closes with Tufon Slide Fastener.

Six inches high—just right for poking around home or camp—nothing like them to give you "solid comfort!" for your feet. Women's sizes 4 to 7. Men's 5 to 13. Sent prepaid on receipt of $2.75. Satisfaction Guaranteed. No. C. O. D.
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728 Prairie Ave., Wilmette, Illinois

Go After a Fishing Reputation

Your Montague Bait Casting Rod Is Made for It

You know from your first cast that you can get somewhere with your Montague Split-Bamboo hair-casting rod. Like every Montague, built for service. Last year Montague sea-angling rods set two new world's records, one U. S. record. Carefully chosen to suit you, your Montague for bait casting can give you more accuracy and distance—more success in hooks & lures, price-size black bass, pike, muskies, sea fish. When the light turns, your Montague will have you up with stamina to spare. And stay after day, indefatigably, you will glory in its easy, strike-getting casting, its lasting "backbone".

Get yours at your dealer's—42 stores. $2.50 to $5.00. For free price list, send 10c. For FREE 24 pg. catalog, please address Drawer A1.

MONTAGUE ROD & REEL CO.
Montague City, Mass.

MONTAGUE SPLIT-BAMBOO RODS
HAWAIIAN WIGGLER Wins Prize at Fishing Rodeo

"Caught these prize winning bass at Limestone Co. (Ala.) Fishing Rodeo on No. 2 Hawaiian Wigglers."—W. Gilmore, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.

"Restored Faith In Artificial Lures"

"I thought fish could not be caught with artificial lures in our heavily fished waters. But on an opening day I was only one out of a dozen fishermen to get game fish when I landed small-mouth bass and a large northern pike on the No. 2 Hawaiian. Your lure restored my faith in artificial baits."—Hubert Bourgeois, Milwaukee.

"Took the Hawaiian Wiggler to northern Wisconsin. On three consecutive mornings I caught the limit of large mouth black bass."—Gale Smith, Janesville, Wis.

If you really want to catch more fish, concentrate on Hawaiian Wigglers with their multi-color rubber skirts. For surface fishing try the lure bugs particularly at night. Write for FREE CATALOG—it’s loaded with illustrations and constructive ideas.

FRED ARBOGAST • 204 North St., Akron, Ohio

There’s Fishing As Well As Fighting IN CHINA

Our correspondent in North China writes that in his daily life he is like the man "sitting on the edge of a volcano.

So, to escape the turmoil and strain he took refuge in a little village whererickshaw coolies carried him to a shore where he transferred to a sampan.

Soon he was fishing sea bass, mackerel and other piscatorial battlers of Oriental waters.

Read about it in FISHING HOLIDAY from CHINA JITTERS in the MAY issue

OUTDOORS
Recent Experiments and Experiences with Artificial Flies for Trout

By O. Warren Smith

While any fish can be compelled to take an artificial fly upon occasion, it is the trout that is the natural fly-fish. It is not hard for me to believe that rainbow and brook trout take flies “just for fun” when in the rising mood. How many times have we seen a rainbow knock down a fly, with his tail, and not take it? Oh, I know the answer, “He did not even know he hit it, the whole thing was an accident.” It is easy enough for us humans to reason for a trout but not as a trout.

Friends sometimes exclaim over the rows and rows of books on fishing which grace the walls of my den, some even turning up their “practical” noses at what they term “bookish angling.” Well, I owe much, very much indeed, to those books, from Dame Barnes, down to the latest experimenter who has been moved to spread his ideas on a white page. But and it is a big BUT too, there is more value in coming at a truth by your own observation and experimentation than by reading the other fellow’s conclusion. Remember, an ounce of personal experience is worth a pound of theory. Each spring, when the season opens, I enter my laboratory anew, expecting to have some of my preconceived theories and notions knocked into a cocked hat, and seldom am I disappointed. Just the same, past experiences and experiments leave a residue of real solid material to build upon.

Sometimes I meet anglers who are absolutely certain that color has nothing to do with the takability of flies, that placing and action are the whole thing; while others are equally certain that color is wholly and entirely determinative. I belong to neither school, or more accurately, I belong to both schools. My liking for and trust in the Royal Coachman, a fly, unlike any natural insect, I have ever thought of evolving, is well known. Undoubtedly my confidence in the ornate fly has much to do with my success, but my sight is none too good and I can see the Royal, even when tied to a No. 14 or 16 hook, where less conspicuous flies would be next to invisible. Which reminds me . . .

Last summer I was on the bank of my river experimenting. I already had the four fish I required, esvisced and packed amid moist ferns in my creel. Of course I had my bird glasses with me, for when one can not take fish, or takes them too easily, there are the elusive warblers left for study. Watching the—no, to me—always attractive chestnut-sided warbler pursuing insects in the low shrubbery which bordered the opposite side of the pool, my glasses inadvertently drooped to the surface of the water. I saw the turn of a splendid rainbow, a businesslike turn, none of your flirtatious performances. Focusing closely my powerful binoculars, I made out a tiny dark insect, too tiny a
creature, it seemed, to have animate life. Instantly I betook myself to a tiny dark fly a Milwaukee fly-fisher had given me, like nothing so much as a spider, though much more delicate, ephemeral, and given me a spider I ever saw in Nature. (By this time the man called himself an "amateur fly-fisher" but he is an honest-to-goodness expert, an illustration of what a real fisherman can do with feathers if he has patience and necessary finger skill, combined with actual fish knowledge.) I bent on the tiny thing—and cast.

Instantly there was a rise, fierce, determined, and I was in one of the best rainbows of the season. Oh, I lost him, but I was not going to let him away. Whatever the way he might not have been well hooked. One must always cast believing a fish will take, or he will lose many a good rainbow, for if there is anything quicker than thought it is a well-conditioned Silver-side.

JUST at that instant a female angler appeared, coming down the river, sending dislodged straws and debris with the current. I observed him with all the interest of a confirmed upstreamer. Why is it true of Isaac Walton does a fly-fish with the current, when casting over the shoulders of the fish is so much more logical, therefore successful? Downstreaming is all right if employing worms or live bait, but not when using flies and when streams are low and clear.

The gentleman saw me, sitting with my back against a stump, apparently resting, and climbed out to have a crack with me. I liked him at once, though I did not admire his method. You see, he apologized for trespassing upon my pool, not having seen me. I told him I was not fishing exactly, that I had caught my limit, and anyway was glad to have an auditor. Just the same I kept a weather-eyes bent on the surface of that pool, waiting for the debris he had sent down to clear away.

We talked flies of course, and he showed me the tiny creation on my leader. He was quite contemptuous, insisting that a trout would have to wear glasses in order to see it. When you step on a man's intimate toes you stop on something. We were off. Naturally the argument waxed warm, as such arguments have a habit of doing, but I had one eye on the pool, while he sat with his back to it. I sensed the big fellow turn over, the thing I had been awaiting. I said, in effect, "Now see here, my worthy antagonist, I'll prove to you that this little fly you term 'too insignificant for a trout to look at' is not only large enough but will raise a fish at the first cast." He essayed to rise but I bade him sit still, and in the name of all fairness to keep still. He grinned, appreciatively, for he would not disturb a "crazy angler's temper," as he might have said.

I rolled over, rose on one knee, and sent the light thing out over the pool, the gentle breeze aiding the cast. Once more Luck, or whatever god of chance there be, was with me. The almost invisible fly struck the current above the pool, tiny wings cocked and dry, and swung down into the pool. The Rainbow was waiting for something like much like it, rose against the current, was met with a taut line and then—!

What a battle it was! My chance acquaintance was on his feet, dancing there and there, but never getting in the way, or offering a word of advice. I loved him with my whole heart, a real disciple of Isaac Walton. Forth and back, up and down, here, there and everywhere raved and raged that damn old fish. So up she went into the air, and twice everything held.

The Fates were kind. After something like ten minutes or ten years the fish wearied, surrendered and came to the waiting net of my new acquaintance. On his scales, the rainbow went just under two pounds, a very good fish for my stream, or for any stream for that matter. I was proud, inordinately proud and happy on the inside, though I hope not a hint of it showed in my manner. I tried to look and act as though such adventitious happenings were in the usual course of my angling, and that I could, if I so desired, take a bigger trout at the next cast. (What hypocrites and grandstand players we flymen are!)

All this took place in a few seconds, as the reader understands if he be an angler, for a second may be a minute and a minute hour; all depending on what is happening, and how it depends upon it. More than once I have played a trout for what seemed half an hour, and discovered upon consulting my watch, that less than five minutes had passed. You all know what I mean.

"Shall I kill the fish?" asked my companion, looking down upon it with great admiration and perhaps some covetousness.

"Not unless you want to take it with you," I replied. "you see I have my self-imposed limit in my creel yonder—four good, medium sized rainbow just right for frying: this fellow is too big."

I never took a fish I didn't catch, but— he began.

"Nuf said," I retorted, "kill him quickly and take him with you and no one will be the wiser. After all, what is one good trout between disciples of Isaac Walton?"

"All right," he exclaimed, "I will do it, but on condition that you tell me your name."

"Smith," I replied, nonchalantly, with straight face and somewhat bored air.

He looked at me sorrowfully and said soberly. "You didn't have to lie; but I'll take the fish anyway. Good-bye."

Just why it is that Smith, Jones or Brown can't do a great deed, ichthyesque or otherwise; if one uses any one of the three common cognomens, it is because he has something to cover
"Humph! Paloface medicine man got 'em HEAP magic!"

up? Undoubtedly that chance acquaintance thinks of me as some expert ichthyologist and author; and feels resentful to this day that I covered up my real identity. (I hope he sees this article.)

When streams are low and prematurely clear, as happens in midsummer, the smaller trout thrive better, from mid-morning to middle afternoon. And, strange as it may appear to some, the tiny flies are the takers. My preference is for black under such conditions, especially the Black Prince, tied to a small hook, the strands of red in the tail seeming to have some value, at least, as an aid to the angler in keeping track of his catch. One should have good eyes, better than mine; bifocals somewhat increase my difficulties. If I could have known when I had good eyes what I know now about the ways of trout,—but then, probably reading of angling literature has been partially responsible for my poor sight.

One of the much discussed questions in my neck of the woods, and, I guess, whenever trout anglers meet, is regarding the respective merits of the three common species of trout,—brook, rainbow and brown. (If I am speaking of course as an Easterner, for I have had a little experience with the glorious trout of the West, but not sufficient to allow me to speak with any degree of authority.) The cutthroat seemed to me to be none unquestioning fly taker than the rainbow, even out there; but then, most of my Western fishing was done where streams were not over-fished, speaking as an Easterner again. Where I fished cut-throat, in Washington, there was "nothing to it"; they took, hooked themselves and I held the rod. Rainbow were fishing for fishers, if you get my meaning.

As perhaps I have already said in this article, the rainbow impresses me as being the most finical, discerning and unknowable of our trout. In clear water any crease in even a shade will throw off color will render a fly unappreciated. I had rather fish rainbow than any other trout that swims. Later on this summer I propose to give you an article on "Hopper Fishing for Trout" when I shall have something more to say about this Silver Streak from the West.

Frankly, I am not a great lover of browns, and am sorry he has invaded our Middle West streams in the way he has. He is a good, strong fighter, I will say that for him, but when he takes a fly he takes unquestioningly. He does not depend upon leaping skill and activity, being able to throw the hook as well as any of the rainbow. Some of my angling friends fish for him at night, using bass flies and heavy tackle, catching some unbelievably big fish. Not for me, thank you! I want to see the whole game from first to last, whenever my fly will, when I don't actually need food. If I can not take my fish, give him every chance to escape. I don't want him. Once again I want you to note that proviso, "unless I need food."

There is a small creek near my fishing shack up on the shores of Lake Superior which is noted for its trout in early spring—fish up from the Big Lake. Along in the summer no one visits it unless after a heavy rain and then with worms and cane poles of course. The lower reaches of the creek are almost never fished save at such times, and then by fish-getters.

In the summer I have it to myself. Last year I could not see a sign of any one having fished that section, the grass standing straight and tall. I used to prowl along its banks, ostensibly looking for bird's nests, but really spying out lurking places for fish. Well, I found two good holes, and after considerable investigating I knew both were preempted by sizeable fish.

APRIL 1941
ONE forenoon, I had been writing my monthly stuff for OUTDOORS until my head ached. My Piscatorial Partner came out on the porch to say, "Wish we had two good trout for dinner this noon, I am fish-hungry."

"O.K.," said I, "I'll be back in an hour with two good ones!"

Now I have a rough and ready rod for just such fishing, a rod I wouldn't weep over if I broke it; one I knew was stout enough to lift a fish out by main strength if necessary. A telescopic steel, weighing 7 ounces, line running through guides on the out side. The cork handle is single action, and the line, a 20-pound test enamelled silk. No leader but a wire gimp 8 inches long and a strong hook. "A crude outfit," did you say? I grant you, but this is not exactly sport fishing, it is going to market.

Usually I use worms in such fishing, but the weather had been hot, with no rain, and there were no worms in the stream, none being washed in; but grasshoppers, coming down from the meadow above and I knew those fish would be feeding on them. I have no objections to hopper fishing as will appear in a later article, but I did not have the right kind of hoppers anyway. I wanted to try a big gray-bronzy snarly fly I had originated, which looked like a grass hopper as much as it looked like anything.

So, armed with that rod and line and hook, decorated with that barn-yard contraption, I set out. I fought my way up through the tangle of grass, wild cucumber vines and ragweed, and came to the first "hole"—by no stretch of imagination can I say "pool." I pulled out the rod to its full length, 8 feet, for the pool was on the opposite side of the stream.

A log had lodged against the roots of a black ash in the spring freshet, digging out a deep hole under the bank, a fine feeding bank, a hard-packed stream bed, roots big and small, a very haven of refuge for a trout, providing he could reach it. Lying prone, I sent out my "artificial fly" to strike just where the current set back under the bank, back, under, amid those roots! Naturally I kept the line taut, continuous strain on the rod. There came a movement, a swirl in the water, and I struck. There was no field for a battle or anything of the sort. I just swung that fish up and out by strength of tackle alone. He landed with an audible "plunk-ker-plunk" in the grass. A sleek, fat brown that weighed just under a pound.

With my coat pocketed ahead of me, for that is the only way in which one can get up or down that section of the creek, I hurried toward the next "hole." Here a stub had fallen into the creek in some past age, been worked down by many a flood until both ends were firmly pushed into the banks upon either side. Naturally, much flotsam and debris had accumulated, until the whole strength of the current sucked under at the far end. Lying low, I crept up until I could drop my strange, nondescript fly, or lure, just where the current sucked down.

Down it went and instantly, almost like a roaring echo of the first tug of the current, came a savage pull. I know I had him on and just as before, I pulled him violently up and out from proximity to the log, then in a parabola out upon the bank itself. Another pound-brown, two ounces heavier than the first. I shoved the battered old rod together and made my way back to the shack, from which I had not been absent quite 20 minutes. "Well," said my Piscatorial Partner, "you gave up quickly, but I don't much blame you; too hot to fish."

"Give up nothing," I retorted; "got all you asked for, two one-pound fish!"

Some of my readers will object that this last was not true fly-fishing, but I do not know about that. We take trout with regulation flies, because they "think" them living insects, and these two brown took because they "thought" they were gobbling hopper, or, at least, something good to eat. The thing I am emphasizing is this, I captured those fish because of my intimate stream knowledge and understanding of the habits of the trout I sought. Someone long ago said, "You must bait your hook with your heart." Well, until you do you will not understand the fine art of fly-fishing, orthodox or unorthodox.

**The Whiz Electric Tool**

Have you ever wanted to polish up your spoons and spinners, drill a hole in some fishin' gadget, or grind your fish or hunting knife, hatchet, ax, or lawn mower? Are you tired of sandpapering by hand to smooth-finish wooden work, furniture, etc.—or to remove rust, paint and what not from metals? Do you want to etch and shape metals quickly, or give a mirror finish to 'em? Would you like to conserve steel, copper or wood? Or etch glass? Or carve wood, plastics, bone, cork, or other materials?

Many sensible sportsmen are finding the answer to all these problems in the handy all-round household and shop electric portable powerhouse and combination of many tools, the new "Whiz" Electric Tool. And it doesn't weigh more than a fair size Ibs—just 3½ pounds.
the Tally Ho caught the vibrancy of the day and needled happily into the long, rolling swells, flatly glossy in the slanting sunlight.

Perry and Florence sat a little forward while Randy crouched on the afterdeck, munching tobacco and staring foggily into the pinkness of the horizon.

"He's lived among fish so long, he acts like one," Perry grunted.

"I haven't." Florence yawned, stretching lazily, "but I shore could join 'em in that that water." She sat up, her eyes gleaming. "Maybe I will at that that.

Perry twisted about. "Hey, Randy, sign of anything yet?"

"Yep."

A large signal called Captain Gregg and the motor died sharply, leaving a silence sliced by the shrieks of gulls.

"Can we lot go?" Perry asked.

"Guess." Randy replied, sliding into the cockpit and beginning to bait his hook and reel of sea trout in turn.

Perry promptly cast and within a minute he shouted, reeled in excitedly, and swung a three-pounder to the deck.

"Oh, boy," he grinned. "Randy, my man, you're a wonder."

RANDY disengaged the hook and tossed the squirming trout into the barrel with movements that were measured, economical. It went that way for an hour and a half. Perry's arms ached and his breath came quick and heavy as he snatched the glistening, thrashing trout. Throughout Randy was imperturbable, wordless, a silent master.

Once Randy's face registered a genuine anxiety. Florence had appeared from the cabin, tan and lithe in a patch of bathing suit. Kicking off her sandals, she clutched a sunshade and sprang to the deck rail with a moaning laugh toward Perry.

"Hey!" Perry sputtered. "Don't go in there! You'll scare the fish away."

"Lady," Randy protested with a strange light in his eyes, "current's mighty strong right here."

But she was a frozen figurehead, riding the pitch of the yacht. Then she leaped and disappeared in an aura of sizzling foam. Fifteen feet away her cap broke through the slope of a billow and she swung from the ledge to the crest with rapid strokes, swimming on and on until she was but a blue fleck in a greener imminency. Randy's eyes remained riveted on her and he kept muttering.

"She'd better come in. That's a mighty long swim back."

It was he who caught the troubled note in her cry and he advised Perry. "She's tired now, gittin' panicky. Better git the boat over there."

Perry shouted to the captain, but Gregory looked back. "The boys have a cylinder down, sir. I'll bet it's a half hour before we can start, I'll send Joe over in the dory."

There was a scream, pulsing and

thin, as from a greater distance. Perry gripped the rail, shouting hoarsely, "Randy, can't we—"

He heard a splash and looked astern. Randy was in the sea, beating with flawless swimming against the broad breasts of water.

To Perry, welded to the rail, hours went tumbling by and the sun raced down the sky to swallow time in transit and bring quick blackness.

But at last the sea flattened and Perry sank into a deck chair. Randy was wriggling back, with the blue cap close to him. Perry closed his eyes, forgetting the glistening, struggling trout; for Randy was inching through the water, bringing the only catch that really mattered.

The pier at sundown, Perry gripped Randy's freckled hand, saying around the lump in his throat: "I don't know how I can repay you for all you've done today. Perhaps this hundred might—"

Randy shook his head. "Five dollar's my wages," he said quietly, but his eyes were roving over the Tally Ho and Perry thought he saw in them a watery gleam. "That's a fine craft ye have."

He paused, then said: "If ye want to pay me, let's me take a real voyage on her."

Perry's face broadened into a wide grin. "Do you mean—you want to sign up? Boy, I can use you the rest of the summer. Would you like to?

"I would, guess."

"Good. Can you be ready to start up to Maine with us at time tomorrow morning?"

"Yep."

With a lingering glance at the yacht Perry melted into the dusk and Perry purred to Florence: "This is fishing, when you catch a prize like that."

Perry stopped pacing the pier at noon next day, looked at his watch and threw away his cigar butt.

"Now where the hell is he?"

Sam Chase locked the gas pumps and grinned at Florence. "Can't never tell. Guess ye know what I meant when I said Randy's not what folk's down your way call prompt."

Perry clambered down into the Tally Ho, barking: "Let her go, Captain!"

The engines' pulse and the boiling of the water astern smothered Sam's cackle as he waved a long arm.

Under way, the Tally Ho weaved among the bobbing catboats and loamy-masted schooners, pointing the while to the channel. At the narrows Perry started below, but he was flung heavily against the companionway as the yacht lurched and heaved hard to port. The Captain shouted. "Ahoy, there! We almost rammed you."

"What's the matter?" Perry stuttered, then suddenly strode to the afterdeck rail. "Randy!"

The bearer of that name was sitting in a little black dory, jauntily riding the swell of the Tally Ho, and Perry's eyes bulged from their sockets.

"What the hell are you doing here?"

he bellowed.

Randy lifted his head slowly and

(Continued on page 61)
SPENCER TRACY LEARNS HIS LINES

(Continued from page 13)

my head experimentally outside the tent flap and noticed that his boots and his rod had disappeared, but the creel still hung on the wall. He was undressing my clothes I hurried to the edge of the stream, and there he was, working like a Trojan on the rudiments of dry fly casting. As I watched, he managed to wrap the line around his neck in a horrible tangle. His lip moved rapidly, and although the river smothered his voice, I could imagine that his choice of words never came from lines he had spoken in a play. No playwright has quite reached that point yet.

Carefully, patiently, Spencer untangled himself, and 10 heing the line in his left hand, be began again. This time it worked better and the little fly actually flaked down onto the water in almost lifelike fashion. Then it happened. There was a sudden swirl and the current just beneath the fly, which quickly disappeared. The rod bent sharply downward and I could see the force of the strike travel up Tracy's arm to his shoulder. I could sense his sudden and startled wincing, and then I heard a yell which would have made the wildest Irish banshee pale in terror.

With both hands Spencer grabbed the butt of the rod and yanked upward, forgetting all about the slack which he had dropped onto the water. Of course, he lost the fish, which, judging from the strike, had been a dandy, and the line, the rod and Tracy went limp simultaneously.

"That's the stuff, kid!" I yelled across the water. "You almost had him this time!"

Somewhat sheepishly Spencer reeled in his line, started for shore, and as he clambered up the bank, he said, "Hey! That was a whopper. How big do you suppose he was?"

"I wouldn't know. Maybe twelve to fifteen inches."

"Oh, you're crazy! He was three feet long if he was an inch," cried Tracy, and no amount of arguing throughout breakfast could convince him that he hadn't had hold of the granddaddy of all Au Sable trout.

Even if I hadn't liked Spencer Tracy prior to that trip, I would have been forced to esteem him highly before the day was over. His calm, cool, unshaken, unquenchable optimism he showed in trying to master the intricacies of dry fly trout fishing in the swirling waters of the Au Sable. When we called a halt during the heat of the day, he said, "Why can't we go fishing?"

"Spence, " I replied, if I tried to read the lines in your part in next week's play, I'd probably sound exactly like one of Mr. Edison's first phonographs. There's been a ton of meander, reflection, emphasis, modulation and expression to my mouthing of your words as you could expect from a rip saw buzzing through a knot. You've been concentrating on the art of acting while I've been tossing flies on Michigan rivers, and that's all there is to it."

"I know," he objected, "but it looks so simple when someone else does it."

No, Spence, and so do I, but when someone else does it. The angler and the actor are much alike, Spence. Both strive for control over their lines, only yours are spoken and mine are silent, and double-tapered. You see inflection and emphasis on the proper words and phrases to portray character, while I use 'em on muscular effort and nerves to control direction and make the fly do my acting for me."

"I'm afraid I'll never get the hang of it," sighed Spence, as he knocked the bottle from his pipe. Then, in words far more prophetic than either of us could know at that time, "If I never get any farther on the stage than I have with trout fishing, you can call me a 'ham' the rest of my life."

And although it was only a speck of college to use that term in good natured raillery, it is needless to remark that for several years it has hardly been appropriate.

I don't think I ever wanted a fish half so badly myself as I wanted Spencer Tracy to take his first trout, alone and unaided, on this, his first angling expedition. But as the third and last day in camp wore to a close and still there was no sign of a strike, I gave in to the jibe that there was never another lake with the Au Sable. But then the lake had turned grey, and the trout had been much harder to catch. I was inclined to the proposition that Spence had been right.

There was no doubt about it, his casting was infinitely better than it had been the first evening on the stream, but the whole line had never gone where Spence wanted it to with any consistency. And when they did roll out nicely in the intended direction, it was usually to some part of the stream where there was little likelihood that a fish would be found.

In the light of the years which have followed that fishing trip, the persistence, the tenacity of purpose, the good fellowship exhibited by Spencer Tracy during the dreary spring, long days on the Au Sable river have come back to my mind time and again. No man who could cheerfully and doggedly stick to the job of learning to toss a trout fly as did Tracy could conceivably fail to get to the top of his profession, as he had that brief but heartening thrill of two small strikes.

At LENGTH, on our last day, weary in every limb and as hungry as two bears can be, we trudged below camp just as the sun was sliding behind the purpling hills of the Au Sable valley. I had taken four fish during the day, all nice ones, but none outstanding, while Spencer, despite his never-ending efforts, had only the brief but heartening thrill of two small strikes.

NYOIL

A MOST HIGHLY RENOWNED OIL

Cleans, lubricates & polishes. It is indispensable in the home, office or on the job. Finest oil for fly rods, baits, casting lines, reels, guns and household appliances. Keeps guns, hardware and irons clean, colorless, odourless and stain proof.

Handy Can 15c, pa. pack.
If your dealer cannot supply it, write to WM. F. NYE, INC., Dept. O
New Bedford, Mass.
Spence lends a hand at breakfast

"Look, Spence," I said, "we’ve only about a hundred yards of water left to fish and not much light in which to do it. You fish on up carefully and I’ll tag along to be of any help I can. Somehow you’ve got to catch a trout."

Tracy grunted something and nodded his head. But before he began the final effort, I tied on a new leader for him, a fresh, buoyant white miller, and deliberately and silently we worked our way upstream. As I pointed to possible habitat of trout, Spence would try his best to drop a fly on or near them. The first night hawk swooped from the shadowy forest and zoomed over our heads. A whip-poorwill called plaintively and the red ball, which had been the sun, dropped from sight, leaving Au Sable hills silhouetted against a crimson sky. Although the setting was perfect, the fish for some reason refused to be enticed by the efforts of the man who was destined to become one of the great American heart-throbs on the silver screen.

However, no thoughts of Academy Awards, studio contracts or Broadway-blanzoned names were in Spencer Tracy’s head that evening. One serious purpose and one only actuated his every nerve and muscle, and that was the job of the moment—to catch one good fish. The vacation was over. Ahead lay the old grind of consciously memorizing one play, acting in another and forgetting a third. Tomorrow he would go back to the grease paint, the foot-lights and the land of make-believe with slight possibility of another respite in the woods for many months to come.

Then the river blew up, or so it seemed at that instant. A vague shape flashed up out of a pool into the half light of the sunset, curved gracefully and splashed back into the river. As it disappeared beneath the surface, Spence’s fly went with it, and I began to yell instructions. What I howled must have resembled the frenzied incantations of an African Voodoo man from the depths of the Congo, and was probably just about as coherent and helpful to Tracy. To this day I’ll never understand how he did it, and I doubt if he has any conception himself, but I’ve always felt that the habit of constant rehearsal was so strong upon him that when the crucial moment came his hours of practice and preparation came to his rescue automatically to help him land that fish.

It was a tough battle, nevertheless. There in the dusk, with dark waters swirling about his legs, Tracy braced himself and fought it out with a coolness and calm serenity which I’m sure he was far from actually feeling. Time and again the fish took line and threatened disaster, but always Spence managed to retain control of the situation until, after what seemed several lifetimes, the splendid trout came to net.

Millions of eyes have looked on Spencer Tracy’s face since that night on the Au Sable, long ago, and they have seen many expressions portrayed. But none ever saw the unacted, unrehearsed flash of triumph and victory which I witnessed as Spence held up his first trout and glistened over it. Secretly, I’ve always thought that that supreme moment was really Tracy’s first Academy Award.

"Those persnickety, double-crossin’ silver streaks will ruin any man’s disposition," the guide warned when Doc Warren and his wife asked about bassfish. But the warning was interpreted as a challenge. Read about how the challenge was met in an unusual story from the Florida Keys:

The DOUBLE-CROSSERS
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said this, now I add that the possession of well-made and valuable fishings does add to the angler's satisfaction and enjoyment. There is more sport, greater thrill, to be in a 32 oz. flat-rod than is there in playing a trout with a 32 oz. flat-rod and heavy line. Using the flat-rods, the angler is in agreement a real proposition, and unless he possess skill and understanding of no mean proportions, he is going to wreck his outfit.

Enjoyment—I shall not use the hackneyed and often wrongly exploited word, "sportsmanship"—is increased almost in exact ratio to the lightness and fineness of the outfit. A sportsman seeks sport, and his eye is not fixed on the contents of the creel, though he most certainly is delighted when he safely creels a 3-pound trout, using the lightest of tackle; and, may I add, his satisfaction is proportionately greater than that of the man, using heavy pole, line and hook, who, after an hour's fight, has a fish of equal size incontinently out upon the bank, never having given it a chance for its life.

Which leads me naturally to my third point, which has been embodied in the foregoing sentence, but deserves further emphasis. However, I must confess that I am somewhat put to it to find words to express just what I have in mind. Oh, there are set phrases, trite words, like "sportsmanship," which spring immediately to one's lips; but somehow they have lost luster, meaning, vitality—now we have it—through much profane handling.

The love of fair play, raised to the nth power, leads the angler to a high and deep enjoyment to angling. One can not quite reach that with heavy tackle, for he runs no chance, at least small chance, of losing a fish if well hooked. This is in nowise true with modern light and easy-to-handle tackle. Last season I was fishing my river, when all unexpectedly a mighty brown trout, fresh from Lake Superior, took my end fly. I was fishing wet, using two flies, therefore I had one dangling from the leader. The great fish fought with all its might to get back under the log from which it had barged to grasp my end fly, and I knew that if he ever drew the second hook under the log, the battle would end forthwith.

It seemed an hour that I battled with that fish, holding with all the strength I dared use. Then the inevitable happened, the hook straightened out, and "my fish" was no longer mine but the river's. I am free to admit that it was some time before I could regard the escape of the monster with cheerful- ness, but to-day, when I am not exactly "glad" he got away, still do I go some satisfaction from thinking of him as resting undisturbed in Lake Superior, and maybe—maybe, you understand—I shall be permitted to try conclusions with him next season.

Maybe even while you are reading this, Fellow Angler, I shall be doing battle with him.

So we touch a not-often-mentioned lure which holds us to the angling game, the lure of the fish that escaped. The lure of the fish that got away is just as strong, and I think, equally as fascinating as the lure of the fish that got. Strange, in fact, that we never approach the scene of the defeat without a tingling of the nerves, for maybe "he" is waiting.

Fellow Angler, the bank runners of "my" trout river there is a long, deep pool. The river rushes into it through a rock barrier, with many a gurgler and whirl: therefore a row of bubbles and a smear of foam are always making aimlessly tumbles in the water. The pool is deep; a venturesome wader will find himself drinking standing up, unless he minds his Ps and Qs.

Now, I never approach that pool without experiencing a real thrill; sometimes a shiver runs up and down my spine, playing hide-and-go-seek with my nerves. I have no doubt but there is a big rainbow there, but somehow I never am able to try conclusions with him. On one very warm day, "next season," I will go up there and camp in my pup-tent, casting early and late, with long intervals between casts, and maybe I shall have a yarn to spin worth while. Ah, is there any lure like the lure of the fish that got away? However, there is something more than the lures enumerated, it seems to me.

There is the lure of the Open. I am a bit ashamed of myself that if I were so much as a half-way fair play, actually catching fish, and the irresistible lure of the one that got away. They all become almost as nothing when we think of God's wild and untamed places, the kiss of the wind on our cheeks, the smell of the flowers in our nostrils, the songs of the passing warblers, and the resonant tang of the upland fern which has an odor peculiarly all its own, and the chance of seeing deer.

The last of August, 1939, I made my way up "my" river, treading carefully, casting circumspectly, not often but wisely. As a result half a dozen very nice rainbow, evasively, repelled between damp ferns in my crook. Though I was taking and releasing rainbow every little while, paying strict attention to the work in hand, my mind was leaping ahead to the "Deer Lick," a marvelous mineral spring that supplies sustenance to the great herd of wild deer which tramp down through deeply worn trails from all points of the compass. It is a literal fact that those paths are as well trodden as are those of a farm appurtenance. I have seen many deer, have stood and watched them when they were all unconscious of my presence. Well, upon the day of which I write, when I approached "dangerously," I found the fishing go by default, and crouched down under the low lying branches which arch the river from side to side, keeping my eyes outside...
focused upon the spot of sunshine away up above, for I knew it as the spring. All at one a doe stepped out from the bank and turned her graceful head down river. Fortunately the wind was blowing strongly in my face; I did not stir, and hardly breathed, though I was 300 feet distant.

However, something had aroused her suspicions; perhaps I had splashed, or maybe some deer had moved away from the forested stream without my being aware of its presence. That doe was certain all was "not quiet on the Polonae." She stamped impatiently with one front foot, then swung her head in-shore, toward the spring in which she stood, as she stepped proudly out from the shore a magnificent buck wearing a "rocking-chair" upon his head. He smelled noses with the doe, then both peered intently down the stream.

I was well shielded by the branches, and yet they sensed that all was not well, something wrong. I was carrying my camera, but they were too distant, and anyway the brush where I stood was too dense. Well, either they caught my scent, or succeeded in separating my form from the shrouding branches, for suddenly, as upon a preconcerted signal, both whirled and dashed up the river and away. So that day stands out as a red letter one.

Again. Last June, following a trail, I was attracted by what seemed a peculiar bird-whistle, and though I endeavored to locate it, failed to do so; and knowing my companion would get beyond calling, I let the matter drop. Two hours later, we were walking back, and in the same place we heard the strange note. My companion who had preceded me going up, had heard the note also. Well, we searched and searched, and but the "singer" was not to be found. Suddenly I caught the note as coming from the ground. Some ten feet in front of me was the head of a wood-chuck protruding from a hole in the ground, and the animal was whisking!

I heard a rustle, or shuffle, and there before me was a baby ground-hog, perhaps half grown. The mother, alarmed by our presence, was endeavoring to call her wandering children home. We picked up the little fellow, who showed no alarm at all.

The butterflies! There is something about a certain gravel-point on this stream that attracts butterflies by the hundreds. It is all of a mile, as the crow flies, above the deer-lick, and in never in August have I failed to find the cloud of winged butterflies present. I have counted over a thousand, and 15 varieties. My butterfly knowledge is somewhat complete, but I have seen rare butterflies there which I could not name. Always, too, the ravine was filled with the pine and elbow-gigantically; once heard and seen, even a two will not confound them with crows. Three times I have seen the piled woodpeckers, which undoubtedly nest somewhere in that territory.

By the way, that reminds me of something that happened up there last summer which cast a gloom over the whole day, and I doubt if the like of it will happen again for some time. I was working up-stream, fishing fine and far off, as the stream was clear, the trout plentiful and fine. A rainbow rose, with that electric flash of his glistening sides, shining like burned silver, and came out in the open, he was. I struck, lifting my rod with full force, up and back.

I felt it strike something in mid-air and heard the thud. Something splashed in the water well up-stream from my position, which the current brought down to me. I caught it in my landing-net, and lo, it was a ruby-throated humming-bird, with a broken neck. Whether or not the bird dashed at my flies, or attempted to alight on the rod, I can not say. Tenderly I wrapped the little body in my handkerchief and gave it decent burial.

So, Reader, you see it is none of the things we think are so important to angling—caddis, will and all the rest, that makes it the greatest and most satisfactory, the cleanest and sweetest sport known to man; but it is those things, intangibles we might call them, though they are tangible enough for those who will see. So I am not saying anything about the superiority of fly-fishing over worming, or that a delicate cementing of split-bamboo is more satisfactory than a cane-pole. If we can go out into God's open, and see the unspeakable, come home at night tired in body but at peace with itself, then I say we have found the true lure of angling.

HANK, THE METER READER

(Continued from page 16)

That is the part of the maple syrup business that I like real good and I ready to go into it the drop of a hat. But as for this business of emptying five hundred sap buckets every morning, you can do it. Me, I'll just wait till you have the syrup all made and I will pour it on my own pancakes.

Is that using the head, or ain't it?

Sincerely,

HANK
HANDGUN SHOOTING

(Continued from page 18)

The "man" target which I adopted was easy to hit. Marksmen who fired at it when they squeezed trigger all commenced miraculously to puncture the target.

Overnight their flagging interest revived. They were happy again, interested in the heretofore impossible business of pistol pointing. I made progress after that and it was a rapid sort. When in the beginning all I could hope to do was to see that my pupils kept all their bullets on the huge silhouette, I eventually found that practically all of them were steadily decreasing the size of the shot groups. Not only were they always hitting the "man" but were puncturing him in vital regions.

The truth that the bullseye target was well worth the trouble for training men in the serious business of guns handling was brought home to me for all time.

And so it is with the modern soldier. He might well never see a bullseye target. He should fire at a single silhouette at first and keep at it until he is well grounded in the fundamentals of stance, grip, sights alignment and trigger squeeze. After that he should be hurried into rapid fire practice. Rapid fire provided a competent coach is on hand to impart the correct fastfire technique, is not difficult, and when the principles of quick shooting are thoroughly understood, skill is simply a matter of plentiful shooting practice.

Once the soldier-marksman shows he can hit the single silhouette at rapid fire, he should be graduated to two silhouettes, firing alternately at each. This having been satisfactorily accomplished, over a period of several practices, it is then time to fire at blinker targets. I can think of no better arrangement for this than to use the target system fired on in the rapid fire matches. This set-up consists of six silhouettes arranged in a row and made to appear and disappear by lever control. Such practice as this has no equal in the development of the really practical—and I might say, dangerous—gun pointer.

After the practice firing on the six-in-a-row, the budding experts should be put to firing at a running man target. It is simple indeed to construct a traveling silhouette target. A light track and any sort of metal carriage will suffice to hold the card-board and permit it to pass through an opening of 20 yards length. It is by no means easy to place shots on the galloping target. At distances beyond 20 yards a lead must be maintained and of course at any range the gun must be swung along with the running mark. Soldiers taught to hit a moving figure with the pistol would be unique. To my knowledge the Army has never attempted any practice of this kind. This does not mean it would not be greatly beneficial. If I shoot at you, you will either shoot back or run and you may do both. The enemy will react in similar manner. As such practice is this has no equal in the development of the really practical—and I might say, dangerous—gun pointer.

Hogan's Alley offers spectacular and practical pistol training.

A hasty shot quickly follows and once more the gunner moves out. It is a zestful sort of game, one bound to stir the imagination, and invariably appeals to the shots for all the value of such practice. It is worth while, in passing, to explain that not a single one of our crack bullseye champions have won the Hogan's Alley Match. Their training is so foreign to this snap shooting game that they simply cannot connect quickly enough with the fitting silhouettes.

Ranges similar to the Camp Perry Hogan's Alley set-up should be standard equipment at every military training center. The Army lists among its personnel some of the finest pistol marksmen in the world. Among these I know of no better or more practical-minded handgunner than Major General Kenyon A. Joyce. If the service pistol is to be counted as an effective secondary weapon for parachutists, pilots, tank operators and runners, Intelligence scouts as well as the entire officer personnel, I can think of no better individual to direct the training of a Pistol Instructors' Corps than General Joyce. A fine marksmen himself, Joyce shoots away thousands of rounds of ammunition annually in pursuit of a realization that he has a better conception of the full capabilities of the service pistol than any other man in the Army today. As assistants to the general, the Army
FIRING LINE FLASHES

STABILIZATION OF PRICES: The Marlin folks were the first guns firm to place all their weapons under the Fair Trade laws of the forty-four states which now have Fair Trade statutes. Next to take this far-reaching step was Remington; and yesterday I learned that all Winchester firearms have been placed under the protection of these newly promulgated acts. My informant confidentially predicted that all ammunition would quickly be brought under the Fair Trade provisions. Fair Trade laws as adopted by all our states save four simply stabilize prices. A Winchester rifle listed in Stoeger's at $30.27 cannot be sold by some cut-throat huckster dealer for less money. And while the law affects retail prices it also regulates wholesale costs as well.

THOSE ENTICING MIAMI MATCHES: If you'll hurry there is yet time to line up with the hottest handgunners in the country for the opening round of the greatest winter matches—the Flamingo Open Pistool Tournament, fired annually in swanky Coral Gables, Florida. Dates this year are March 18-22. Neath wavy palms, over a carpet of beautifully kept grass, with the gentleness of tropical breezes blowing, the Flamingo is staged in lush Floridian atmosphere. Purposely arranged to beguile us southward during the mellow season of our long winter, the Flamingo Tournament is a heartbreaker to miss. A.T. "Flamingo" Kelley, is matches impresario, and if you have missed the great tournament this year it isn't too early to write the obliging Kelley for information on the 1942 shootfest, greatest below the Mason-Dixon line pistol show.

SIGHTS PROJECTOR: The Deve- reux-Wappler Sight Projector, made by the American Cystoscope Makers, Inc., is a most worthwhile device for teaching the fundamentals of pistol pointing. The Sight Projector is used in a darkened room. The target is illuminated and the sights are reflected onto the target by the Deve- reux-Wappler gadget. Then when the tyro is guilty of errors in aiming, holding, or trigger release, it is instantly perceptible to both him and his coach. The device costs twelve dollars and will save many times twelve bucks in ammunition and time. It should be standard equipment in every club, police department, and other organization where pistol training is stressed.

WE WILL NOT CUT THE QUALITY—WE CANNOT MAINTAIN THIS PRICE BUY NOW! PRICE MUST GO UP!!

—Some Costs On Next Inventory Already Up 50%!

FISHING or hunting—on the trail or in camp—you need this lightweight, all-purpose outfit. Tomahawk forged from highest quality axe steel ground to keen edge, riveted and welded tubular steel handle, black knurled pistol-type grip, heavy chromium finish . . . Hunting knife, 4½-inch quality steel blade, just right shape for cleaning fish, locks in axe handle. Holster stoutly sewn of heavy russet saddlery leather . . . As fine a belt for general wear as you can buy. Secret safety pocket for money and licenses. Everything of the finest quality.

LOOK AT THESE 11 BIG FEATURES

1. Sportsman Axe
2. Quality Steel Blade Hunting Knife
3. Hunting Knife Locks into Axe Handle
4. Sharpening Stone
5. Key Case or Neckerchief Slide
6. Pistol Type Holster
7. Holster can be used for a pistol
8. Special Combination Leather Belt
9. Snap-on Belt for Hiking Equipment
10. Secret Money Pocket in Belt
11. Leather Sheath for Carrying Knife without Axe

Sold With Money-Back Guarantee

NELS PEABODY
The Tomahawk Man
729 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
Where To Go

By Edward Dreier

Camp Idlewild, the only sporting camp on the famous Second Connecticut Lake, New Hampshire, is located just off the Daniel Webster Highway from Boston to Quebec (U.S. Route No. 3). Here you'll find lake trout, landlocked salmon and squaaretails, and can put up overnight or for a month in great comfort. The affable Harry Scott, famous exhibition canter at many a Sportsmen's Show, is manager. He will show you how to add yards to your cast if you wish. Quimby's Cold Pond Club is located in far Northern Vermont where you can fish not only the Green Mountain State waters, but cross over into Canada if you wish. Several kinds of trout, as well as landlocks, and bass are all offered for the anglers delectation by this famous sportsmen's and vacation camp, which has a far reaching reputation for making its guests comfortable and feeding them well and appetizingly.

GUIDES' MEET

GHT . . . The Michigan Open Guides' Meet will be held this year on the Big Muskegon River, at Newaygo, Michigan, April 11-12-13. There will be a guides' boat race from Croton to Newaygo... very picturesque—can be seen from high banks where county highways swing in close to the river. It is expected that between 25 and 30 guides will enter boats in this race. This is row, pole or paddle for about 18 miles. There will be a lot of entertainment... trap and pistol shooting... archery... bait and fly casting... story telling... photo contests, etc.

CANADIAN TROUT STREAMS

FSG . . . Trout fishing in Canada. Here are a number of places where you can get GOOD trout fishing early in May:

Steve Lewis' Camp on Ranger Lake... you can drive to the shore of the lake. The camp is on an island and you'll be taken over in canoes or motorboat. Good fishing in Ranger and Steve has several camps. Fisher's Camp on Saymo Lake... drive out from the Soo to Ranger Lake.

“landlocks”
“brookies”
“lakers”

The Only Camp
On Second Connecticut Lake
Modern quarters and equipment. Summer breakfast 7 a.m. off U.S. Route 3 at Quarter. 7 miles from Sebago Lake. Guides and instructors available at camp. For further information write Harry Scott, 3rd Avenue, Pittsbirg, New Hampshire.
You'll be transported up the lake by motorboat and your fishing will be in Upper Silvermo.

Wolf Brebka has a fine camp on Paton Lake ... north out of Bruce Mines east of the Soo. Good gray trout fishing—Chown, Stuart, and speckles in a fine lake up in the hills. You can drive right up to the camp.

Bill Phillips has about 30 cabins on Wawekobi Lake (Basswood) near Thessalon. His fishing will be in some of the outlying lakes in the hills and up the White Valley.

The Outpost ... on Lake Juba-ge-geesh ... is an outstanding camp ... 28 miles north of Thessalon and 78 miles east of the Soo. Good fishing for gray, rainbow, salmon and speckled trout right in the home lakes (my wife took a six-pound and several four-pounders there last May). They have several other lakes across the Mississagi for mountain trout and speckled trout ... some of these lakes are fished but once or twice a year. They have several outlying camps.

There is no red tape at the border. The license is $3.50 ... or $8 for a family license ... for two days. DO NOT take guns ... unless you are going to hunt for bear during May ... then get special permit from Provincial Police. Write them at Ottawa, Ontario, for permit, giving make, model and number of gun and tell where you are going to hunt. Give references.

American money is worth 10% more over there. Rates at several camps are based on U. S. currency ... and worth every cent you pay.

UPPER PENINSULA

HER ... I wouldn't advise fishing Upper Peninsula of Michigan streams in May ... they are high and muddy—anything, they are high and cold. You'll not get good fishing and you'll have a lot of physical discomforts. Wait until June and really enjoy those beautiful trout streams. The Fox in Schenckford is excellent. The Two Hearted in the Ontonagon in Gogebic... Chocolay in Marquette. There are a lot of others, but any one of these will give you most excellent fishing.

IDAHO FISHING

JJB ... So you want to go to Idaho ... well for what you want I would suggest Ponder Lodge on Highway 191 on the banks of the Buffalo River. They have 20 up-to-date cabins and there is marvelous (and I mean just that) fishing in the Buffalo and in Snake River. If you want a change you might go to Warm River Resort at the entrance of Targhee National Forest on Highway 191. Mighty nice cabins and restaurant ... fishing, dancing, mountain climbing and other sports. Only a short drive to Yellow... Park.

ONTARIO

ERT ... Buffalo ... Up at Dorset. Ontario, Ben Russell runs the Moun-
tain Trout House. It is located on Kayagama Lake and is open May 1st. It is 150 miles northeast of Toronto in the heart of the speckled trout and salmon fishing. Rates are $18-$20 per week.

DUNE CLIMBING

Miss G ... Chicago ... Dunesmobile Trips in Michigan ... well, I'll tell you ... a fellow by the name of Mac Wood who runs the Floradale resort on Silver Lake in Oceana County — near Shelby — is somewhat mechanically minded. His front yard is the largest shifting sand dune in Michigan. And he wants to climb up over those sand hills ... on foot it was hard work. No ordinary car could make the grade ... so he built a TEN FORD WHEEL and he roamed the sand dunes at will. Last year he added more of his 'Dunesmobiles' and carried over 10,000 visitors on scenic and thrill trips — and if you don't think it is a thrill to drop off the edge of a dune and go straight down for a hundred feet or more ... and then roar almost straight up another dune — well, go over and try it. Write Mac Wood, Floradale Resort (mighty nice place to headquarter). Mears, Michigan.

TURCOTT'S PLACE

TD ... N. Y. ... Pete Turcotta has a nice camp at Greenville, Me., where you can get all the trout fishing you want in a season. You don't have to stick to one stream, because there are over a hundred streams, ponds and rivers right close by. Later in the season you can take your family for they have a lot of social activity. They have a booklet which will be sent free.

NOVA SCOTIA

FR. ... Boston ... I've had a lot of fun on the North River out of New Glasgow, N. S. Did most of my fishing on the highway and had all the 9-inches that I wanted, with now and again one that would go to 12 or 14. Did get back in away from the highway at times and found some splendid pools where the big fellows holed up and there we got them up to 2½ pounds. Another great stream is the Musquodobit near Musquodobit Harbor. You can get a nice run of sea trout in this stream early in the spring and some corking big speckles. Make a canoe trip down from Gibralter and you'll have some fun.

KATADIN

GH ... Woonsocket ... Yes, we've been in to the Katadhin Lake Camps where our good friend O. R. Cobb is genial host. You'll go a long way to get better trout fishing than he has in both lakes and streams. Your family will enjoy this camp for the various members can find things to do. I would suggest that you take your movie camera along with plenty of film. You'll get plenty of trout action.
Although a great deal has been written regarding the many attractions that Maine has for the angler, very little has been said on one particular phase of the subject that, to me, is the most interesting of all. I refer to the great variety of major game fish that inhabit Maine waters.

Not being absolutely certain, I would hesitate to say that the angler will find more species of fish in Maine than in any other state. However, I am morally certain that he will.

Although different bodies of water are known to anglers as "salmon lakes" or "trout lakes" or "bass lakes" the predominant part of Maine fishing waters harbors more than one species of fish. By way of illustration allow me to point to Branch Lake, near Bangor. This six- or seven-mile-long lake is a virtual piscatorial grab bag. Let the angler venture out on it in the spring or early summer and there is no telling what he will take his lure. It might be a ten-pound brown trout—there are many of that size in Branch Lake—a so-called landlocked salmon, a small-mouthed bass, a brook trout or a pickerel. This uncertainty as to the nature of the prey adds to the sport of angling, at least in my opinion.

I have mentioned Branch Lake just as an example. Those who fish Moosehead Lake, the Rangeleys, the Belgrade Lakes, the Fish River Chain, the Grand Lake Stream region and other favorite Maine fishing spots know that, to a greater or lesser extent, the same holds true in those places.

While this multiplicity of species probably appeals greatly to the run-of-the-mill angler, I know that others would not hold it to be an advantage at all; that, in their opinion, it is preferable that only one species be present in any one fishing water. Those who hold this view will find scores of places in every section of the state where they may concentrate on their favorite antagonist. Thus Maine is admirably fitted to satisfy both groups.

One misconception about Maine fishing that I would like to dispel is the conviction held by many novice anglers that, in order to bring big game fish to net, one must be very adept at handling rod and reel. When using a very light rod and a fine leader it goes without saying that one must have considerable experience behind him in order to outwit and outfight a scrapping salmon, trout or bass. But there is no need for the beginner to use light tackle. If he uses ordinary equipment recommended by the guides or fellow sportsmen he will encounter there is no reason why a person who has never fished before in his life cannot acquire himself well.

I have been asked many times by anglers who were planning their initial trips to Maine to tell them what to bring along in the way of clothing and gear. A few have seemed to think that the fishing season required the same preparation as a polar trip. Thus, it goes without saying, is not true. By far the greater number of anglers who come to Maine stay at the many fine sporting camps that are found on the shores of our fishing waters. They can arrive at one of these places with no gear or equipment whatever and be fitted out in no time at all at a minimum of expense.

A good general rule, however, is to bring along an assortment of old clothes—shoes, old trousers, a sweater, a raincoat and a coat such as a mackinaw—and whatever else one may happen to require. If said gear is not adequate it can be supplemented by the stock maintained for just such purposes at the camp. Guides, of course, can be obtained at any and all camps. Thus it is not necessary for the angler to make any elaborate preparations at all.

OUTDOORS carries many advertisements of Maine sporting camps. I don't see how you can possibly go wrong in getting in line with some or all of these advertisers if you are planning a Maine trip. They have a long and honorable record of service to anglers behind them. I have stopped at a great many of these camps and I have yet to find one that didn't more than live up to its promises.

Have no hesitancy about coming to Maine by automobile even in the early spring. Good, safe roads lead directly to virtually all of the fishing grounds. Another question I am often asked is this: "Do I have to hire a guide to fish in Maine?" The answer is no—unless you plan a trip back into unorganized regions where you would have to have a guide along if you wanted to build fires.

However, let me point out that a guide is greatly desired wherever you fish in Maine if you want to get the utmost possible out of your trip. A Maine guide knows where to fish, when to fish and what to use in the way of lures at any specified time. Thus you will have a far greater chance of taking your desired game fish if you have the advice and counsel of a guide. Too, by hiring a guide you will encounter an experience that will be etched in your memory to your
dying day. I refer to the outdoor meals that your guide will cook for you at noontime. If you have never tasted one of these banquets you "ain't et," as we say in Maine.

Without a doubt there are many questions regarding Maine fishing that I have left unanswered. If you have any in mind just drop me a line in care of OUTDOORS. I will be more than pleased to help you.

MOOSEHEAD HAS THE FISH!

By the Old Fisherman

I LIKE to fish in Moosehead. It's such a tremendous body of water that the fascinating gambling element in fishing is intensified. You are apt at any minute to strike into a tremendous salmon, lake or square tail—and you can find so much difference in the nature of the bottom and the contour of the shore that there's always plenty of variety.

I have fly-cast over rocky shoals, top-trolled along craggy shores and deep-trolled in vast depths, and have fished off sandy bars in the lee of long islands, and on the windward shores where the waves were pounding. Somewhere or other in these places during the day I have always found fish except on one occasion when I was thoroughly and humiliatingly "skunked." However, as this was on a perfectly calm and tremendously hot day in mid-July, I really had no expectation of catching fish when I started out.

Sometimes when the smelt and shiners run thick in the coves I have seen so many splashes, as salmon and square tails rose, that it almost seemed as if one or more fish were continuously in the air. At other times I have had to fish hard and persistently to induce any rises. But Moosehead's average holds up for me as high as that of any lake I have ever fished.

Going back in my mind's eye over many fishing trips on this big and productive lake, I have tried to remember on several occasions what I could perhaps call outstanding locations for taking fish. But whenever I start to enumerate them, I just keep on going and can clearly remember at least two dozen, far too many to enumerate here. Perhaps as vivid as any is the spot on the shore about two miles above Greenville where there are a number of pockets among the big rocks in which I have generally managed to get big square tails. Then there are places off Sugar Island where I have had them coming mighty fast at times.

I can think of at least three good ledges and shoals between Caribou Point and Greenville which have furnished some of the best fly fishing.

Then there is the Moose River and North Bay and around Kineo where they come very, very fast at certain times.

Spencer Bay, Squaw Bay, Beaver Creek, are all names to conjure with

Sure Cure for Fishin' Fever—

A TRIP TO THE STATE OF MAINE!

Fingers itch for the feel of your fishing rod? Feet itchin' to wade fast water? Mister, come on down to Maine!

Here's what the doctor ordered for winter-weary fishermen: 2500 lakes, 5000 rivers and streams, more than half the trout waters of the eastern states; plenty of hungry brook trout, lake trout and big landlocked salmon; fighting black bass if you make the trip in June; real Maine guides to help you net that whopper; everything you need to make your Maine trip the perfect fisherman's holiday!
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for those who know Moosehead. In short, this big lake from Greenville to Seboomook contains so many thousands of good fishing spots that it is impossible to mention them.

**FISHING OUT OF BANGOR**

Bangor is the portal through which 50 or more good fishing waters can be reached. First, because easiest of access, is the Bangor Salmon Pool, right in the city itself. This fishing runs in cycles, and is apparently on the upswing again.

Only 18 miles away by way of Bar Harbor Highway is Branch Pond. 8 miles long, which seems to run to heavy fish: brown trout, bass and salmon. Percy Morrow, a friend of mine, took a 9-pound brown trout from these waters last year.

About 22 miles away, via Bucksport, you'll find salmon, trout, white perch and pickerel in Alamoosook Lake, while Todd and Heart Ponds, with salmon, lake system and trout, are in the same vicinity. Small-mouth pickerel and white perch can be taken from Chemo Pond, 12 miles from Bangor via Eddington. Cold Stream Pond is 41 miles away via Lincoln. There you will take some fine salmon and lake trout. In Duck Lake and at least a half dozen other lakes in this section received from Bangor via Lincoln and Enfield, you can find goodly trout, salmon and lake trout.

There are some mighty big bass and pickerel in Graham Lake above Ellsworth Falls. 25 miles away via Bar Harbor. Green Lake, an 8-mile-long salmon, bass and perch lake, is one of the original four homes of land-locked salmon. Go via Bar Harbor Highway 18 miles from Bangor. Mountain Pond is only 12 miles from Bangor. The pond is 2½ miles long and it is another original home of the landlock. Go in by way of H acetage Pond and carry for a mile. You will find salmon, trout, bass, pickerel and very big white perch there—up to 2 pounds and better.

Moosehead in which the writer has fished for many years with memorable success, is reached through Bangor. Travel via good motor roads, Bangor & Aroostook Railway, or Haley's Stage to Greenville, 75 miles away. You can reach the justly famed Millinocket-Katahdin-Norcross section, or the grand fishing waters of the Fish River chain of lakes, by way of the Bangor & Aroostook Railway, which gives exceedingly comfortable accommodations, and whose dining car service is exceptional.

The lakes we have mentioned are typical of many, many others within easy distance of Bangor. We must omit mention of many of the finest fishing waters because of space limitations, but I would like to call attention to Nicotous and the group of lakes and streams in its vicinity, 52 miles away via Lincoln and Enfield. Nicotous is 9 miles long, and is the center of a fine salmon and trout section.

Sebec Lake, reached via Dover-Foxcroft, is 7 miles long and furnishes landlock, bass and white perch fishing. There is good salmon fishing in the group of smaller lakes near Tunk Pond which can be fished in conjunction with it. Among them are Molasses, Abrams and Webb. Go via Ellsworth and Sullivan.

There is good stream fishing out of Bangor in many streams along the Airline Highway, going east. You will find small-mouths in fast waters in the Pemiscot near Pen Cove, 13 miles out. Striped bass and Atlantic salmon in the Bangor Pool, bass and salmon in Passadumkeag Lower Stream, 45 miles away via Enfield, bass in the Piscataquis above Howland, 48 miles from Bangor, trout in many good brooks around Old Town only 12 miles away.
**A Few Facts About Maine Camps**

By Old Fisherman

Maine Sporting Camps are usually run on the “American Plan,” where you’re charged a flat rate for board and lodging. Prices vary from about $3.75 per day up to $6 or $8, and $21 per week up to $30, depending on the location and the accommodations. Guides are extra, so are boats and canoes. Guides’ daily pay varies from about $3.60 to $4 where they simply row you around for fishing, up to eight or ten dollars where they have to set up camp, chop wood, cook, and assume all the responsibility for keeping things going.

Boats and canoes average around a dollar per day. Some camps furnish them free, or free when a guide is hired. Many camps give a weekly rate around $5 for boats or canoes.

Beds are comfortable. Food is good, and it is varied and plentiful. Fireplaces and Franklin Stoves help make things cheerful.

The Franklin Stove is a Maine institution! It throws out plenty of heat, and its cheery “open face” gives a fireplace effect if you open it up.

Maine camps usually provide comfortable screened individual cabins, with electric lights, hot and cold water, flush toilets, and other modern accommodations. Meals are served in a main lodge.

Migis Lodge, on Sebago Lake, has been the scene of several well remembered successful excursions after landlocked salmon and “square tails” by the writer and two of his sons. I also recall, with tingling sensations still, some fast stream fishing in Bert Quimby’s company not so long ago when we brought in some beautiful landlocks and square tails. Louise Robinson and Kay Thayer, who run the lodge are great “hosts.” I presume I should say “hostess,” but their hospitality has a comradely ring to it that doesn’t remind me of tea aprons and such.

I like the section of Moosehead Lake around Rockwood, near MacKenzie’s. Moosehead is a sort of strategic center where you can set off in one of several directions for some swell salmon, trout, and togue fishing. Frank has a mighty pretty location, with Mt. Kineo in plain view; and he has a mighty comfortable set of camps. He has been long years in the business, and runs things tight up to top form both for food and accommodations.

This writer fished Kennebago Lake long before the present toll road was put through from Loom Lake. The fishing was grand then; and it’s grand now, since it is restricted to fly fishing alone, and has been for fifty years.

One good thing about these Kennebago region waters is the fact that in some of them you can get trout and salmon to rise over an extra long season. For instance Kennebago stream has a late salmon run that goes well into August.

Lewis York, proprietor of Kennebago Lake Camps, I have known for many years. He certainly understands how to make sportsmen and their families comfortable—not to mention well fed!

Jack Williams of Nicotaus Lodge reached via Burlington, Me., and which is right in the heart of a region of many fine fishing lakes and streams. He tells us he got one party from South America last summer and has another booked for this season from the same continent, all from his ad in OUT-DOORS last April! Jack says this ad brought several other parties to enjoy Nicotaus salmon, trout, and nearby bass-fishing.

One of Maine’s “tip-top” camps is Severance Lodge, on Kezar Lake, reached through Lovell Center. Kezar Lake grows big salmon, pickerel and bass. Maine fishing resorts don’t realize what an asset they have in good bass and pickerel fishing. A friend of mine who fished Kezar for pickerel two years ago couldn’t get back last
year. He says he can hardly wait for the coming spring at Kezar for some of the best pickerel fishing he has ever known:

** **

An old acquaintance of mine who runs a crest of his own down at another locality told me he has had at Unity Lake some of the best small-mouth bass fishing he ever encountered in Maine or any other state. Royal Pine Camp, run by the Herxoms, post office Burnham, Me., is exceedingly comfortable with an attractive log lodge and dining room and individual cabins with fire places and modern conveniences. Rates are moderate.

** **

Russell Pond Camps are a hit off the beaten track, and that's one reason they offer such exceptionally good trout fishing in lakes, streams and ponds. In the famous Katahdin district of Maine, they are in the midst of waters which prove prolific producers of trout. An ordinarily good fisherman can take his limit here without much trouble.

** **

A most vividly remembered week two years ago at Oo Fuhey's camps. "The Birches," is something the "Old Fisherman" looks back on with keen delight. It was in this camp that a very fine salmon run occurred. It was the largest ever known in Maine, and it was the most exciting. This is the time that the salmon run in Maine is at its peak. The salmon run in Maine is at its peak. The salmon run in Maine is at its peak.

Variety Spices Casting

On lakes or big rivers when wet fly or streamer casting for trout or salmon—whether rain or shine—is the name of the game for many. The use of wet flies and streamers is the only way to fish in these conditions. The wet fly is a fly that is fished in the water and the streamer is a fly that is fished in the surface. The wet fly is a fly that is fished in the water and the streamer is a fly that is fished in the surface. The wet fly is a fly that is fished in the water and the streamer is a fly that is fished in the surface. The wet fly is a fly that is fished in the water and the streamer is a fly that is fished in the surface.
THE BEAUTIFUL BELGRADES

The writer has fished this region for many years, and he finds Belgrade's waters very fascinating and productive. If I can't find fish in one of these beautiful lakes I immediately move on to another of the seven.

The number 7 seems to be the magic key number of this region. There are 7 fine lakes, and 7 fine varieties of fish. These are small-mouth bass, square-tail trout, land-locked salmon, Chinoonk salmon, pickerel, wall eyes, white perch.

The Belgrade Lakes are as fine natural small-mouth waters as can be found in North America. There are rocky shores, ledges and shoals galore, natural breeding grounds for bass. A systematic stocking campaign, year after year, has greatly increased the number of square-tail trout and Chinook salmon in these lakes. The Belgrades have been famous for many years for the size of the square-tails taken there. There is something about the quantity and quality of food, etc. which seems to grow large trout. Three-, 4-, and 5-pounders are not uncommon—and larger trout have been taken occasionally.

The pressure of business prevented me from having my usual Belgrade fishing last year, but the season before that I well recall picking up three Chinook, varying from 2 to 3 pounds in two hours before breakfast, and then on the way to camp, taking 5 small-mouth bass ranging from 1½ to 2 pounds. Of course I put all the bass back, although I will confess I kept the Chinook. There are still some big schools left in Great Lake, although the Nature and Fish and Game Department are trying to exterminate them. I heard of more big Chinook salmon and square-tails being caught last year than during any period for the past decade.

Pickerel and white perch have always been plentiful in this region and furnish thrilling sport, especially when taken on light tackle.

THE SNORER
By Philip Irvine

I KNOW a man who sleeps so quietly and soundly in a shooting camp that on one occasion he awoke in the morning to discover on one side of his face the marks of a couple of buttons that were on the pocket of a rolled-up coat which he had used as a pillow. And on the other side of his face, in the dust that had settled there during the night, he found mouse-tracks.

But at the moment I am thinking of the snorer. No hunting camp is complete without one. He is invariably a good sport and a good huntsman. No man will work harder in the duck marsh, and when he comes in with his bag he is ready to begin at once his share of the camp chores.

In a makeshift camp the sleeping is usually done with the shooters stretched side by side, only a sparse bed of straw between them and the ground.

Generally the snorer is a large man, in excellent health, one who sleeps soundly. With a casual glance at the bed he flops suddenly to a spot which will best suit him and begins to tug at the laces of his boots. He is already yawning before the second boot is removed. He does not waste a movement. We notice that when he sat down it was in a position where, to be in bed, he had merely to seize a blanket and fall backwards. Then the yawns come faster and are a little more violent. He rubs his eyes vigorously and stretches, then slowly relaxes, the pillows gradually to spread himself over an area that should hold two of us.

As the last man to bed puts out the lights, tumbles into line and starts to pull up in’s blanket, our large member sleepily warns us that it is just barely possible, and also probable, that he may start to snore, in which event will somebody thoughtfully poke him a little, or turn him off his back?

Usually I find myself next to the snorer and when the noise begins—oh, it always does when a members elects to warn us—I find that poking him a little does not help, and am squeezed in so close that I can’t “scock” him without allowing the chop on the other side of me; and as for turning him over, it could be done—with a block and tackle, which are not available.

So, we spend the first half hour listening in sleepless fear that he will start, and the next five hours are spent in wakefulness and fear that he won’t. We yearn for daylight so that we may be up and away to our duck blinds where, during a joll in the shooting, we may snatch a few winks to make up for the sleepless night. If we do drop at last into a restless slumber we are wakened in about an hour by the large member who, after a night of sound (sic), refreshing slumber, is happily engaged in upsetting and beginning in the place in his efforts to prepare an ample breakfast.

And we struggle to our feet feeling as if seven bricks had struck us on the back of the head and we had somehow acquired a mouthful of mud.

It was the man first mentioned, the quiet sleeper, who told me that in the past years, while trying to sleep, his hands would wander idly about during the night and he frequently returned home from a hunting trip with fingers all nicked and sore from getting them into the mouth of some snorer. Which is probably the reason for his present habit of sleeping with hands tightly clasped over chest. And now even snoring does not bother him.

GRAND FISHING! The Best in Years!

Come! Bring the whole family! You’ll be made cordially welcome. Illustrated booklets with double page map gratis.

KENNEBEC FISH and GAME ASSOCIATION -
Belgrade Lakes, Maine

Bass Fishing (DeLux and Galore)

They start in holding around Memorial Day and there’s real bass. Fly fishing till the bait and flies are gone and June 20th is the last day. Write to hear more about them. There are big salmon and trout in these lakes too, and we can find you some grand pickerel spots, if you’re interested. Rates are moderate.

CLEMENT’S CAMPS


BIG BASS

SOLID COMFORT

and GOOD FOOD

(Plenty of All Three!)

Belgrade’s best bass fishing with big salmon and trout, blue-pan blue-pan, new cottages, inc. hot water, baths, etc., etc. Wholesaler, varied meals included, all for 14 per day and up. Delta. Write for leaflet.

Hillside CAMP CLUB

Box 470, Belgrade Lakes, Maine

SALMON! TROUT! BASS!

Come Small-mouthed! Plenty! Salmon, Trout, Pick-

ered, White Perch, etc. Wholesalers, rates, etc.

Comfortable beds, Fireplace, electricity, hot in all cabins. All included $10 to $15 weekly! American Plan. Booklet. Write. Thanks.

BEAR SPRINGS CAMPS

OAKLAND, MAINE

RIGHT ON LONG LAKE


LAKEVIEW MANOR COTTAGES

BELGRADE LAKES, - - MAINE

Between Two Good Belgrade Bass Lakes


THE LOCUSTS

By Neptun, Prop., Belgrade Lakes, Me.

FISHERMEN LIKE IT HERE!

FISH! COMFORT! GOOD FOOD!

Every modern convenience and comfort in cabins “incorporating the pines. Crystal spring water piped into every cabin! Flannel shirt and brought Seasons wear. Christian Climate P. White for Poles A.

CRYSTAL SPRING CAMPS

On Great Lake and Belgrade Lakes, Maine
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GUNS AND AMMUNITION
(Continued from page 22)

grade, 220 thus equipped will weigh 12 pounds. This is heavy to pack and
really is better adapted to use from an automobile, from a strategically lo-
cated hideout, or other place where no great amount of walking will be neces-
sary. The 12-pound gun cannot be shot off-hand and indeed hawk taking
isn’t an off-hand proposition anyway. The gun is essentially a weapon for
prone and sitting work.

For hawking shooting, that is, big game,
I find the tapered post reticule to be
much the best. For hawk shooting the
medium fine cross wires are to be pre-
ferred. So frequently will the target
be outlined against the sky, the cross
hairs are infinitely more preci-
ses I find the average distance
at which I kill most of my
hawks is 195 yards. Once I
learned this I sighted in for
200 yards. Now, using the Swift I
can be sure of connecting with
the quail-killers at every distance
up to 275 yards. The drop of the
46-grain O. P. E.
Western load at
100 yards is 1.2
inches, at 200 yards the fall is
6 inches and at
300 yards the drop is 18 inches.
This is wonderfully flat
shooting considering the light-
ness of the bullet and the fact that
it sheds velocity
at the rate of 650 feet per second the
first 100 yards and about 400 feet per
second the second 100, with a loss of 220
feet the final 100 yards. Reaching the
300-yard target with approximately
2840 foot seconds velocity remaining
— a speed slightly in excess of the .22
Hornet at the muzzle.

After a little study, a dozen trial
shots at as many hawks,plus some
accurate stepping you should be able
to decide exactly what distance to sight
in for. Maybe your hawks have been
strafed a good deal — then again, maybe
not. If they are wild you may have to
sight in for 225-250 yards; on the other
hand, possibly your average shooting
distance will be no more than 150
yards. You will learn, after a little ob-
ervation, just what range is best.

Do not sight in to hold at 6 o’clock,
that is, adjust the scope to permit a
low hold on the birds. This 6 o’clock
aiming point is right enough at 600
yards on a nicely silhouetted bulleye;
but for hawk taking it is all wet. Zero
scope and rifle to lay ‘em smack on the
mark at your desired range. Then,
if it is necessary to hold a bit low or a
trifle high you can do it without com-
pling the business by being forced to
consider your 6 o’clock aiming point.

If you know where you left a half
dozens scattered grouse at the end of
season last year, if you have seen ring-
necks sunning and dusting themselves
at the first bare patches after the pas-
ting of the winter’s snow, if you recol-
lect the feeding grounds of a rovey
quail, go there this afternoon and you’ll
find hawks. During season I am up to
look for quail in a strange country, not
by putting the dogs down and waiting
for them to work out the country but
by driving along with an eye cocked
skyward all the time. When I see a
pair of circling hawks, I’m immedi-
ately certain quail are in the vicinity.
So I say, if you remember where there
is a brushpile hiding a cottontail or
two, go there for you are certain to
find a circling game-killer.

Our naturalist friends differentiate
between the various hawk spe-
cies. This variety they say is harm-
less; this second type quite vicious,
still a third species on the borderline.
I recognize my native hawks with deft
certainty. I can tell as far as I can
see the Ferruginous Rough Legs from
the Cooper’s sharp shinned, the marsh
hawk from the red-tail and the several
other sub-species of these rapacious
aircraft. To me they all stack up a
great deal like our snakes with which
we are more than bountifully supplied
— I shoot ‘em all.

A hawk or a snake reminds me of
the old saying about some of our
western bad men, “There was a little
bit of good in the worst of ‘em, but it
was a damn small quantity.” Very
likely the worst of our hawks have
some redeeming qualities but I have
been too many years afield watching
all of them to believe that the larger
species are wholly good. A case
is built up in behalf of the Ferruginous
Rough Legs, it being claimed he will
not kill quail. At the same time he
dines daily on cottontails but nothing is
told about that, rabbits not being a
considered game. To me a cottontail
is worth infinitely more than any hawk
and if I can bounce one of these rust-
colored outlaws out of his high perch,
I’ll do it.

Unless you can regularly hit a
1½-inch ring at 100 yards you will
never kill many hawks at long range.
The average hawk-target represents
a mark about 4½ inches in width.
We’ll discount his length since that
will play a rela-
tively small part
in the missing.
You are going
to lose him
by lateral devia-
tions. If your
hold and squeeze
is only steady
enough to hit a
4-inch ring at
100 yards that
simply indicates
that any game
you connect with
by beyond will be
mostly luck. If,
however, you
have practiced
good enough so
that you hold like a
vise and can
squeeze like a
champion you
should be able
regularly to
to “puff” hawks
the 220 literally
exploses or puffs
the feathers in all
directions) up to
300 yards. Any
man who hits a
hawk beyond 400 yards does so by
divine dispensation of the Red Gods—
the must indeed be smiling.
I have a special hawking ground all
of my own. It is a fifty-mile stretch
of telephone line along an unusual back-
woods road. The dusky birds love to
pervade the 40-mile poles where they
can survey a considerable va-
tory; too, the poles afford a dandy
roosting place. The distance from the
old trail to the shining ribbons of cop-
ner never varies from 150-175 yards.
Now do not misunderstand that many
hawks aren’t so dumb they’ll allow me
to drive up beside ’em. Oh, no! I
take most of my chances at 200 yards
to 250 yards. However the knowledge
that from road-to-waters is 150 yards
helps immeasurably in estimating the
range of my targets.

Best time to scout the lines is just
at dawn, and preferably after a sting-
ning cold night. I will find an average
(Continued on page 58)
Get the POWER THRILL Of Super-X Hollow Point .22's!

WHAM

Super-X Puts Pests in Their Place

Blasted wide open by a super-powered pygmy cartridge, the bar of laundry soap, above, shows what happens when a SUPER-X .22 Long Rifle hollow point bullet “lets loose”! The tremendous destructive effect is the result of the bullet's high velocity plus controlled expansion.

From start to finish SUPER-X power adds sport and action to pest shooting. The louder crack of the rifle is music to your ears—and almost instantly the scientifically designed bullet splits 100 yards of air and hits like a hurricane!

Solid point or hollow point, you’ll prefer this little mite of “dynamite.” The SUPER-X solid bullet finishes the smaller pests and small game with certainty, but when maximum mushrooming is desired, load up with SUPER-X hollow points. Let us tell you more about these long range smokeless cartridges. Mail the coupon.

Western Super-X

WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY, Dept. 202, East Alton, Ill.

Please mail illustrated free folder giving full particulars of Western Super-X long range .22 cartridges.

Send free Pocket Catalog describing the many modern features of all Winchester .22 rifles—and leaflets on the Models 61 and 74.

You'll be Mighty Proud to Own One of these Great Rifles

Medium priced, both of them—and each a WINCHESTER. You know what that means. Model 61 in a side action hammerless repeater, chambered for .22 Long Rifle, Long and Short cartridges; Model 74, .22 Automatic (self-loading) now available for either .22 Long Rifle or .22 Short cartridges. See them at your dealer's store.
GUNS AND AMMUNITION
(Continued from page 36)

The shortest .22 rifles ever built by Martin

Here you are!

of a hawk per mile along the entire route, and having roosted all night, and cold and stiff, the taloned flyers hate to bestir themselves. I'm a bit of a fanatic about "puffing" hawks. I know very well when one of these ruthless quasi-killers swoops into a covey and kills to right and left he's gloriing in his savage might—is proud of his bloody conquest. But his lusty passion for killing is fully matched by my own when I see a Cooper's through the cross wires of the scope. The gun settles, the cross hairs hang dead on, the finger gradually tightens, and—spat! "Bueno! another six coves of birds saved for a better cause," thinks I.

GLANCING SHOTS

SHORTAGE OF BRASS: A recent news dispatch from Washington has this to say: "There is a serious shortage of sheet brass, out of which shell casing is made ... the shortage is so grave that experts admit privately that it may become necessary to curtail consumption for civilian purposes in order to meet the soaring military demand. In fact, brass may be one of the first metals to be placed on the military priority list." Better save your empty hulls; there may be a whale of a boom in reloading equipment by the coming of next deer season—particularly if brass becomes so dear our normal commercial supply of center-fire ammunition is drastically curtailed or cut off altogether.

GUN SLING: The Bradley E. Grimes Company is showing a new Whelen-type gun sling. Featuring a particularly modest price, the new Bradley sling readily takes any swivel and is adjustable to any position. The Grimes Company also offers a complete line of camping gear: duffle bags, haversacks, pack sacks, canvas water pails, pack harness and other necessary of the man in the field.
THREATENED! YOUR RIGHT TO A GUN
(Continued from page 22)

We have no objection to a law that prohibits the possession of firearms or other dangerous weapons by criminals previously convicted of crimes of violence, fugitives from justice, mentally incompetent, drug addicts, habitual drunkards, vagrants and undesirable aliens, nor to laws that provide severe penalties for the commission or attempted commission of any crime while armed. It might be an excellent idea to pass a law making it a case of premeditated murder when a person puts a revolver in his pocket, goes out to commit a felony and during a scuffle or excitement, shoots and kills a person.

We have no objection to a law requiring purchasers to identify themselves, to dealers to maintain permanent records of sales, with penalties for those purchasers and dealers who give false information or falsify their records.

We are in favor of making the theft of firearms, regardless of its value, a major offense rather than a minor one.

We do believe the federal and state laws should be uniform.

But to refer once more to the fifth columnists and the danger they confront the United States, this is certainly no time to pass any laws that will take firearms away from sportsmen and law-abiding citizens.

Let us look at the record.

We quote from an excellent circular issued by the National Rifle Association:

Italy. As a result of government "registration" the ordinary citizen of Italy must pay a small annual tax. How simple then was Mussolini's task of taking and maintaining control of the government with the aid of a "strong arm" organization which dared to arm despite the law. Of course, the German government registration and regulation of firearms in Germany were part of the plan to limit hunting to the nobility and dated back to the days of the crossbow and wheel lock. The resultant general disarmament of the common people made it easy for Hitler's "Storm Troopers" to take and hold control of Germany.

France. For months prior to the declaration of war the unity of the French nation was destroyed by riots and street fighting caused by subversive groups, who drew arms from concealed stores, while the law-abiding Frenchman, disarmed by firearms laws, looked on vainly for police protection. Then, when War came, the task of the German parachute troops, motorcyclists and sympathizers behind the lines was a simple matter of cowing the unarmed French populace.

Contrast the United States with France. The restrictive firearms laws in England have been held up to us as models for America to copy. For many years these laws, even though intelligently enforced by a non-political police, have operated to discourage gun ownership by the average British citizen. For many years the resulting lack of a market for guns and ammunition has forced the commercial arms and ammunition manufacturing facilities of Britain.

So today, fighting for its very life, England turns to America and appeals to American sportsmen for the donation of revolvers and pistols, rifles, and shotguns, etc. In answer to this appeal, Committees for the Defense of British Homes have been established in nearly every state in the Union, and there have been sent to date 274 cases of revolvers, 22 cases of rifles, and 22 more cases due to leave at the time of this writing. There have been shipped approximately 2500 rifles and shotguns, 2500 revolvers and pistols, between 200,000 and 200,000 rounds of ammunition, and many binoculars, helmets and stop watches.

There are probably thirteen million people in this country who own firearms. The criminal element is estimated at about 200,000. How many individuals are on the list of the fifth column, only the Department of Justice knows. We believe that these proposed new laws will accomplish nothing but the harassing of the great mass of law-abiding people who know how to handle guns and can shoot accurately and will not disturb the criminals or the fifth columnists one iota.

We believe that a same federal law can be passed and made uniform by the passing of this same law by every state in the Union, which will increase the penalty for the sale to, and the possession of firearms by, the improper persons enumerated above, and stiffening the penalties to the highest limit of the penal code.

Any bill that will hamper or take away from thirteen million law-abiding citizens their firearms creates a terrible danger of the red flag waving in this crisis and should not become a law.

Hence every patriotic American, whether he be a hunter and a constant user of firearms or one who seldom touches a gun but would gladly put one to his shoulder in defense of his country, is urged to be on guard against legislation that will make our people disarmed and defenseless.

Study proposed local ordinances designed to limit the possession and use of firearms; study proposed state legislation introduced for the same purpose; voice your opposition to undesirable firearms laws, both local and state and make your opposition effective by expressing it to your representatives in town and city and state and national government. And do not be content to act only as an individual. Remember, there is strength in numbers. Sportmen and sportsmen organizations in your vicinity to combat passage of any firearms legislation that may be harmful to the country as a whole and to you as a sportsman.
MAN! IT WAS COLD  
(Continued from page 11)

behind when I went to clean the call. "The next time this damn duck call spells bad luck I'll throw it to hell overboard." I promised myself.

There was a single circling over Eagle on the bank, and it would come toward me and then away. That happened a half dozen times. Finally I put the call in my mouth and blow. "QUACK. QUACK. QUACK!"—it worked beautifully! The duck came within a hundred yards of me and started to turn. I got ready to blow again. "Boy!" I thought, "I'll bring you this time!"

"QUACK, QUACK, QUACK!" the duck answered, swinging back toward me. I blew again. "QUACK: QUACK: QUACK!"

"QUACK!" the duck was right on me, raised up and missed both barrels.

Just as I sat down again Fran shot twice and started yelling, "A GOOSE! I HIT HIM! I HIT HIM!"

I scrambled to my feet and stumbled up on the bank. He was right out over the middle of the creek and it was the damnest goose I ever saw. It was a corvus that had followed some ship in from the ocean.

Since it was hurt I knocked it down with my right barrel and it immediately dived, swimming under water for an amazing distance. I ran along the bank shooting every time it came up. Five shells were wasted before that bird turned over and floated. Fran was a hundred yards to the rear, poling frantically. I went back to my shelter and watched through the rushes while he overtook his "goose" and examined it. He sat there in the storm and scratched his head while the boat blew over to the Eagle Island shore. Then he threw the corvus out, came across, hid the boat in the grass and squatted beside me.

"Pretty cold today, ain't it?" he observed.

"Yup," I said. "It's a fine day for ducks."

"Certainly is. Just right. A great day for ducks."

"There is." I yelled, "a juicy black duck drifting your way."

"I hear the geese are beginning to fly too," I remarked.

I looked out over the Island and there was a bunch of about thirty blacks. They kept circling closer and closer to us. It looked as if they might come down in the creek. Then they were thirty yards Fran started to raise his gun.

"Wait a second," I whispered. "I'll get 'em in closer and we'll make doubles!"

I put my call in my mouth and got ready. I let out a blast that sounded like a dozen terrified gulls cackling in a chicken house. The ducks went away over the Island.

I stood up and looked at the call. "Grass in it," I said, and I threw the turn thing half way across the creek.

The snow had turned back into sheet now and man! it was cold. It was a grand day for ducks, with a sprinkling of corvors.
several of their fellows strung about the ground, they seem helpless to resist the call, so long as the hunter remains concealed. One glimpse of gun barrel or hunting cap and they disappear in an instant.

Besides一举 calls, there are those owl decoys which are rather expensive but are well worth the price. We had one of them once and many were the crows whose downfall it caused until one black day, in a moment of excitement, we blew the decoy into a puff of feathers with a well-placed charge of No. 6s. The rifleman, too, has a good opportunity to get in his innings now while the fields are still bare, and the thrilled crows come to that place at two hundred and fifty yards is a never-to-be-forgotten one. But whether you use a shotgun or a rifle does not matter; the point is to go out and get 'em.

RANDY BEHAN—ANGLER

spewed tobacco juice down wind. "Fishin', guess," he said.

Perry's eyes were fixed on the lonely figure below as his hand waved forward mechanically toward the wharf house. The Tally Ho trembled a moment, then kept on, and in her wake the dory bobbed a saucy farewell as her occupant sat statutorily staring at the churning water. They were a dandy entered a the eye of the harbor before Perry spoke again. To Florence he said:

"My dear, this has been a great fish story, hasn't it? And back there is the one that got away."

CANADA EXPECTS MANY VISITORS

Early reservations at Canadian sporting camps and hotels indicate that a large number of American anglers and tourists have planned trips to the Provinces despite the war. Such travel is encouraged by widely published requests of Canadian authorities however caution American citizens to carry proof of citizenship with them when going to Canada in order that there may be no hindrance to return to this country.
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Training for the Young Rabbit Hound Trainer

By Carl E. Smith

One of the most important tasks for adult sportsmen, I believe, is the training of the coming generation in the ethics of hunting and in the proper handling of dogs.

My son's experience with handling dogs began when he was too small to walk much but begged to go along on night runs with the hounds. So my hunting partner and I took turns carrying little Bud a-straddle of a hick while the pack of hounds whooped it up through the autumn woods. Thus Bud never knew what it is to feel fear in the woods and fields and at an early age he learned much of the "lingo" of the chase as he sat and listened to us while the pack came around to him.

His first experience in handling a dog himself came several years later, after he had learned much more by following us afield, sans gun, and later, with gun. The first dog he handled was our faithful old pack leader, Brownie S., who took him hunting, rather than he her. If he handled Brownie rightly, she would run and hunt correctly; if he didn't, she would anyway. She was true to old and true to spoil, and he couldn't throw her off, yet she could teach him much, so the combination was good; a well-trained dog can teach a boy what a dog ought to do.

So, it enhanced that about the time Bud was old enough to want to own a dog he especially admired "Smith's Brunette," a black-blanketed granddaughter of old Brownie, and a youngster of best breeding and hunting bloodline. She was given to him to raise, and here was more incentive to go afield on training trips, to see "how Bruny is doing." And, as she learned first to follow along with the trailing pack, to turn when they did, and to "orient" herself, or find her way back to the hunters, if she got distracted or lost, he saw from the beginning how her training was accomplished, where she was in old Brownie, and he handled only the finished product.

After she got to running well with the pack, came the matter of individual work. Gutting her into the most likely cover, and showing her how to rout her own game, with no other dog along—teaching her where best to look for game, according to the weather, etc. Then arose the matter of how to work out a "check," when the game dodged, backed-tracked, side-jumped, or pulled one of its many tricks. If she gave up and came back, perhaps one could encourage her to circle wider and wider, until she caught the trail again. Or if one from an observation point saw which way the rabbit veered, he might take her there, and with head held down toward the ground, encourage her to pick up the trail again.

This method of holding the hand down near the ground and following along the direction the rabbit went also helped the dog to find the scent of rabbits which we scoured up, but which she did not see nor hear nor know about, and thus she was taught to hunt close, and pick up the trails of game already routed out.

Many of the fine points of the game are slowly learned, and even with taws of experience, by both boys and dogs; but if both are carefully handled, the product usually averages well, when good bloodlines and breeding and ambition are all three present.

Brunette is now 5 years old and a fairly good example of a near-finished product. She has even extended her experience with hunting the long-legged and wide- and cold-footed "snowshoes" so she might be said to have more experience than the average hound of her age; Bud has refused good offers for her, on the plausible reasoning that he can make pin money from the purchase he raises for him, which she does regularly out of season, and still he can keep the dog—just a little early lesson in canny business.

Bud, too, has had a bit more experience than the average chap his age, and can now take two or three couples of lively hounds afield, on training trips, and turn them, if necessary, from forbidden places and cover, and bring them in good order—though a single couple, or trio, is a better number for actual hunting for game, with gun, we find; and a single pair, or couple, in addition to his own basset, makes as many as these hounds afield as either boy or man needs at one time.

I seldom take over three or four hounds afield at one time, myself, when actually hunting for game, usually three veteran hounds and one pup, preferring to hunt my hounds in relays, and have fresh hounds to put in the field, each time out. It surely pops up the hunt to have fresh hounds to put in, when you yourself are slowing down a bit.

But, returning to "Young America," our youngsters can learn much about clean sportsmanship from trips afield with dad, uncles, and other friends. But sometimes I think that, better than human teachers, or complementary to same, is the training of the hunting dog; the education is mutual, and it is hard to tell which learns the faster, or the more. The combination is wholesome, and if the proper prin-
Young trainers with three basset hounds, ready for a trip afield.

Books for the Outdoorsman
By August Derleth

YOUR Editor takes the liberty of usurping first place in August Derleth's column this month to announce that at long last the book about which many readers of this magazine have asked in the course of the past few years is ready. It is August Derleth's "Country Year" booklet form under the title of Village Year: A Sac Prairie Journal, with 23 woodcuts by Frank Uptale, and an endpaper map of the Sac Prairie country by Hjalmar Skuldt. Over 500 pages of the Journal, less than a tenth of which has appeared in the Magazine, now published by Coward-McCann at $3.00, the copy, made into a beautiful book bound in rough tan cloth, trimmed in blue and silver, and jacketed in bright blue with woodcuts on front and back cover, and a photograph of August Derleth, appropriately lying on the grass, on the back of the jacket.

"Whether his setting is the mellow old harness shop or the post office, the drug store or the hills across from the village, the day-by-day account of life in Sac Prairie is presented with unflagging good humor and sympathetic understanding," say the publishers on the jacket flap. "August Derleth's friends and neighbors move across these pages against a background of warm living close to the earth, against notes of nature put down on the author's woodland jaunts." There are also poems breaking the text here and there, put down as they were written.

Readers of OUTDOORS need no introduction to August Derleth's good books on training dogs of all kinds.

And what a fine page in memory's book is the recollection of early trips afield with dad, uncles, brothers, and cousins! There isn't anything you'd take for such memories, especially as time casts a bit of grey halo around the "good old days."

Deep River Jim's Wilderness Trail Book (Open Road: $50) is a perennial seller, but there are countless potential readers who have not heard of the book, and have not had the pleasure of reading it. It's a 300-page plus book arranged by month. January, for instance, has anecdotal and informative articles on Black Bear, Camping in Winter, Ice Fishing, Smelting, Porcupines, Winter Rabbits, Camp Lanterns, Chop-Lock-Wagons, Caught in the Mountains, January Recipes.

In addition to a full quota for every month, there is data about the Open Road Pioneers' Club, together with data regarding fish and game laws of the U. S. The contributing authors make up an imposing roster of outdoorsmen, including Ross McKenney, Maurice Decker, Montgomery Atwater, Archibald Rutledge, Dick Shaw, Chief Jim Red Eagle, Neal Northey, Edgar Wood, and C.oteau Gene Stebbings. The book is compact, easy to carry, very pleasant to read; it offers enough variety to satisfy the most exacting demand, and is thoroughly informative, containing many a valuable tip for the amateur woodsman.

In keeping with the tradition of The Vanishing Virginias, reviewed here last month, Stokes have just published Hudson Valley Squire, by C. Blackburn Miller ($2.75), the lively, picturesque reminiscences of the author's boyhood in the Nineties. The setting is Woodburn Hall, commanding the Hudson in upstate New York—a huge, old-fashioned house in which there was always something doing, with stables, kennels (with almost 100 dogs!), in the heart of trout country and deep woodland. Ice-yachting, skating, trout-fishing, sailing, cockfighting and many more diversions
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YOU, Too, Can Profit from These  

"Low Price . . . High Result Ads!" 

Note: At this low price one small order means a profit for you. 
Per word for one time 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May</th>
<th>Discount for 3-time order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15c</td>
<td>(Minimum, $2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>(Minimum, $5.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cash with order. Copy may be changed. Send at once for May issue  

OUTDOORS, 729 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
For Inventors

INVENTORS — WE SUCCESSFULLY SELL INVENTIONS, PATENTS AND PATENT RIGHTS. CHECK THESE FOR YOURS TODAY. R. H. S. P. H., Box 142, Wallingford, Conn.

Game, Birds & Animals


PURE MONDIAL PHEASANT eggs for April and May delivery. Our breeding program assures 75% successful hatch rate. J. G. Taylor, Pheasant Farm, Box 123, Wallingford, Conn.


NORTHERN ROBINS Breeder, Box 120, Wallingford, Conn.

Hunting Horns

POLISHED, STEER. Charcoal, M. E. Holman, Holman Henshaw, 209 Game Ave., Portage, N. Y.

Indian Relics

SPECIAL one-penny postcard. $1.00 catalog of historic Indian relics, artifacts, and curiosities. Also, 32-page book on "Indian Artifacts." Box 120, Wallingford, Conn.

Mink

GUARANTEED BRED YUKON for April delivery. Large numbers, monochrome, pedigreed. J. G. Taylor, Pheasant Farm, Box 123, Wallingford, Conn.

Mink and fox pelts, fox pelt jewelry, fox fur coats, fox fur scarves. F. E. Fanning, 31 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

BURNS MINK, GRAYLING, MICHIGAN. Farm Mink, USA引用, 1941

Miscellaneous

RECEIVE GIANTIC MAILES, wasps, spiders, bugs in one unopened, sealed box. The Frank Land, 240 New Haven Ave., New Haven, Conn.

Owl Decoy for Crow Hunting

ONCE ALIVE, genuine owls, perfect decoys for crows, hawks, etc., $1.00 each. D. E. B. Decoy Co., Route 1, New Haven, Conn.

Patent Attorneys


Rare Coins

COMMENOMATIVE U.S. Half-Dollars, Liberty Head, Morgan, Peace, Buffalo, Silver Dollars. Special offer: 100 silver dollars for $100, send money with order. J. G. Taylor, Pheasant Farm, Box 123, Wallingford, Conn.

Real Estate Resorts

CANADIAN TAX SALES LANDS for small investors and with the bonus of your capital. Full information, free. Tax sale service, 72 Ocean Street, Toronto, Canada.

Seeds

GIANT SUNFLOWERS—over 100 feet tall. Extensive catalog sent with orders. J. G. Taylor, Pheasant Farm, Box 123, Wallingford, Conn.

Stamps

SEND US YOUR (or any other) rare stamps for auction in "The Stamp Collector" for 25 cents per page. We pay actual postage. If you sell your fellow stamp lovers, you may receive a buyer for your list. This is a unique system of sales and will pay you as much as 50c per page for sales made through our organization. Inquiries will be answered on this basis also. Mail to OFFICE OF OUTDOORS, 2066 Massachusetts Ave., Boston, Mass.
HITTING 'EM AT SKEET

By Capt. Chas. Askins, Jr.

To me Station No. 2 has always been practically as easy as Station No. 1. The first shot is a right quartering outgoer. The following target is a left quartering incomer. Quartering shots for an old quail shooter are always a little spooky; and despite this Station No. 2 gives a lot of the boys a headache. Particularly that outgoer.

Nine-tenths of the misses on the Station No. 2 high house target are caused by overshooting. The greater part of the misses on the low house incomer target are caused by getting behind. Before calling for your outgoer from Station No. 2, get your feet into good position. You'll break the target a couple of yards the other side of the road. Remember to keep your feet so place where you'll pull trigger. Then swing the muzzle to a position some 6 or 8 yards ahead of the high house trap.

Flex both knees a bit and shift your weight to the right leg. The left leg is bent a bit more than the other for as the gun is swung and the target is rounded the left leg does the greater part of the job of swinging the body. Do not lean forward on the left leg as you see a great many shooters do. That is bad form and leads to overshooting simply because your swing is badly timed and somewhat muscle bound.

Call for the target and pick it up and start the gun to shoulder the instant you see the target moving. Swing the gun ahead and under the target. The very instant the barrel line up ahead of the flashing target do not pull your trigger off. Do not swing along with the target trying to gain a meticulous and exacting lead. If you do your scoring will be mighty sketchy.

Try to handle a gun at Skeet exactly as you shoot quail. You don't fuss with lead in trying to gun a quail to earth. You swing up on him, getting your lead as the gun comes up. You should do the same thing at Skeet. I am conscious of being possibly 6 or 8 inches ahead of the high house outgoer from Station No. 2. Your lead may be the same as mine or it may be more. That will be for you to decide, and it's easy to learn. The thing is, your swing wants to be decisive and it must be smooth. Watch your body position with regard to body weight. The right foot must carry the weight, the left leg doing the swinging.

The Station No. 2 incomer is one of the easiest shots on the field. Shift the feet very little for this target from where they were for the outgoer. However, when you flex your knees a little, shift the body weight to the left foot. The swing is in a different direction this time and you want that right leg to carry most of the swing. Point the gun muzzle almost at the target house and when you call for the target, carry through with a snappy swing.